
AUGUST 9. 1971

A regular meeting of the Municipal Council was held In the Council 
Chambers of the Municipal Hail, 4949 Canada Way, Burnaby 2, B. C. 
on Monday, August 9, 1971 at 7:00 p.m.

Mr. William H. Deverell, Barrister and Solicitor, s Ith 
reference to 'hi$* client, Johnson and Franklin Whol Distributors
Ltd., who had made application to have their Trades a reinstated,
since their having been charged with being In posses rid 
distributing obscene literature in the Greater Vanco rea.

Mr. Deverell referred to the conviction obtained by urts In
Vancouver re the obscene literature. The nature of jslness
of this Company was the distribution of books and ma s of all 
types.

The range of reading included comic books, dlctlonar jrsery 
books etc. Mr. Deverell presented some samples to t iciI 
and submitted that these were ohly books classed as reading
material. Others carried suggestive covers but the was
betrayed ’by the cover. The Company employed eleven persons of an 
age range from twenty to fifty-four years. The Company has a three 
and one-half year lease yet to run. The obscenity faction of their 
literature Is In the gray area of the law. There Is enormous difficulty 
to decide which is obscene and whlc^ is not. The Company relies 
on the acceptance into the Country,or IIterature, by the Customs 
Department. Most of the literature comes from the United States 
and the Federal Government (Department of Customs) determines which 
is allowed on one hand,and the same Government law enforcement 
agencies should not be acting as they are re obscene literature.
Mr, Deverell said that Mr. Ed. Reiter was present and was the Customs 
Broker for the Com:'my. Mr. R°iter was afforded an opportunity to 
speak and submirteo his quaifflcations as eleven and one-half years

PRESENT: His Worship, Mayor Prittle in the Chair; 
Aldermen Dai i ly, Clark, Ladner, Drummond, 
Mercier and Blair;

ABSENT: Aldermen Emmott and McLean;

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCI 
"That the delegations be heard."

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCI 
"That minutes of the Council meetings of July 12, 12 
1971 be adopted."
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as an officer in the Customs and Excise Branch In Vancouver and 
worked for Customs Brokers and now had a distribution company of 
his own. The literature was imported expressly for customs 
examination, in single copy, and they ruled whether the literature 
was acceptable or not. In the case of literature which was borderline 
reference was made to Ottawa for a decision on whether or not the 
material should be permitted into the Country. Decisions on the 
rulings from Ottawa can be appealed. Books accepted by the 
Customs are allowed to be imported. The Customs Department have 
written guide lines on what should be allowed for importation.
Mr. Deverell submitted that import licences for better type books 
were sewed-up by other Companies and the Johnson and Franklin 
Organization must import literature of lesser known publishers 
and are attempting to Import tape decks and other novelties In 
order to keep their business in the black.

Mr. Deverell was asked whether or not his client would be prepared 
to set up a separate group to examine material of Its own and 
not rely strictly on Customs approval for the importation of their 
literature and Mr. Deverell advised that his client would not be 
prepared to do this.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That a Trades Licence be granted to Johnson and Franklin Wholesale 
Distributors Ltd. for the normal course of the licence and that 
such licence be reviewed upon the termination date and also be 
reviewed annually thereafter."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

* * #

The "Free Access to the Airport Committee" wrote submitting a 
brief which contained arguments to the Federal Government on their 
stand with respect to a toll-free access to the Vancouver International 
Airport referring particularly to the plan of the Federal Government 
to impose tolls on the Hudson Street Bridge.

Mr. Kohme appeared and advised he was the Director of the Sea 
Island Ratepayers Association which organization had joined with 
other Ratepayers Associations, political associations and other 
civlcally-minded interested groups to endeavor to get free access 
to the Vancouver Airport.

Mr. Kohme advised that the South Bridge connected Sea Lsland with 
Lulu Island and it appeared the Federal Government had categorically 
stated that it will impose a oil on every approach to the Airport.

His Worship, Mayor Prittie, advised of his interest in this matter 
while a member of Parliament, and submitted that the Hudson Bridge 
was being constructed to serve the Airport.

Mr. Kohme advised that the Richmond Council would support their 
efforts, as well as the Vancouver Council and approaches have been 
made to all other Councils in the Lower Mainland Area. It was submitted 
that this was a Regional matter and should receive the attention of 
the Greater Vancouver Regional District.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That this Council support the cause of the Free Access to the Airport 
Committee and that their Committee be referred to the Greater Vancouver 
Regional District for the support of that group In view of the 
effect of this proposal on the entire Vancouver Region."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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The Burnabv Chamber of Commerce submitted a Brief presenting arguments 
on behalf of the commercial community within the municipality for 
non-restricted shopping hours during the whole of the month of 
December,

It was noted that Mr. Bert Price, President of the Chamber, wished 
to speak on this matter at the meeting of August 23rd.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERC 1ER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN CLARK:
"That the Briof be referred to the Municipal Manager for advice 
on open shopping hours within surrounding municipalities from 
December 1st to December 31st."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

ORIGIN,:'. COMMUNICATIONS

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the correspondence be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The Burnabv Minor Hockey Association wrote requesting permission 
to hold a Walkathon on Sunday, October 17th over a route described 
in an attachment to their application.

The Association attached a copy of a provisional approval granted 
by the Burnaby Detachment of the R.C.M.P. to their walkathon.

The Centenri-I Co-Ordinator. Burnabv Centennial '71 Committee wrote 
extending an Invitation to members of the Council to attend the 
Golf Tournament to be held on Saturday, September llth at the Burnaby 
Mountain Golf Course.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DA ILLY:
"That approval be granted to the Burnaby Minor Hockey Association 
for their Walkathon and that the invitation of the Burnaby Centennial 
*71 Committee be accepted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Mrs. Madeline McIntosh wrote wh~. reference to proposals of the 
CounclI To rezone certain portions of the Big Bend Area and more 
particularly the area along Byrne Road where her property is situated. 
She advised that the property had been zoned for industrial purposes 
for many years and there was a threatened approach to rezone the 
property for agricultural purposes and this was a matter about which 
she violently objected because of the fact that her property would 
be devaluated and her anticipated sale of the property would bring 
less resources for her to retire upon.

Mrs. McIntosh also criticized certain information which had been 
presented by the Assessment Department about her tax assessment 
and expressed the satisfaction that answers received from a member 
of the Tax Department about an error which apparently had occurred 
In presenting the assessment Information to her.
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Parks and Recreation Commission and members of tne r,Bn"'"9 I.
S h e / h e  br£d objectives of the Dep.rt»ent .ere presentee to the 
Commission for their information and study.

Mr. Pride suggested that the Commission had considered recreational^

additional time to consider in more detaiI the needs o t  Tne 
for recreational purposes in the area.

sss rESTiES: 2SK2i s t s s . ' s  s s S r W s ' s  s . ' s : s  s s  k . a *  i .  -
brought forward later in the Agenda."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Mrs. Georoe F. Bullock wrote asking that the jzlns^S^tmt+e^1 °°
to some form of reduced school taxes for Senior C .. nn
f U e H n c ^ s  Mrs. Bullock urged the Counci I to put the item on 
their Agenda so that something concrete on this subject may be 
forthcoming before the next tax notices rolled around.

The letter was accompanied by a reply to Mrs. reqar(j

ssa whlchwould empower Council to grant relief to groups on fixed in

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the letter be received and the reply forwarded by 
Clerk be Indorsed."

Mr. G. R. Mark wrote with reference to the^corrfinuationof^the^ 
barricade at~Sti11 Creek Avenue and NcrthRoadandcr.tu.z 
mnorf recentlv presented to the Council by the Traffic safety
Committee which indicated that theretentIonofthe ciThad^ecentIy 
necessary on the basis of certain traffic counts which had recenTiy
taken pI ace i n the area.

Mr. Mark criticized the traffic counts and suggested +Ja+ .
barricade was no longer needed since the improvements to the North 
Road had been completed. Mr. Mark asked that the matter be reviewed.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the request of Mr. Mark be referred to the Municipal Engineer 
for report to the Traffic Safety Committee on the specific references 
in the letter of Mr. Mark on the accuracy or inaccuracy of certain 
W f t c  Sunts which had taken place In the Sullivan Heights area In 
relation to the barricade at Still Creek Avenue.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Mr. Brian Coleman of the legal firm of Hean,Wy I ieandConp^  wrote 
with reference to the purchase ot several lots in the Lister Court 
Subdivision by their clients Koehn Enterprises Ltd. from Anna Holdings 
Ltd and Laurand Holdings Ltd. Mr. Coleman pointed out that these
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lots had been purchased for subdivision purposes on the promise that 
the lots would be serviced by the Installation of a storm sewer and 
that a current appl'catlon before the Council by Arina and Laurand 
for some relief In the matter of enclosure of the drainage course 
should not be granted.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That this matter be deferred pending consideration of Item #17 of 
the Manager's Report."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

C. B. Pritchard wrote with reference to the request of residents 
North of Burnaby Lake to freeze all Industria I development in this 
area In the Interests of establishing an addition to the Burnaby Lake 
Park and referred, specifically, to the area surrounding Warner Loat 
Park where some tree growth existed which had a particular beauty and 
asked that the Council preserve this area surrounding Warner Loat 
Park and a small area opposite the Park to be added to the green area 
In this vicinity.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That this matter be deferred pending considerations of Item #33 
of the Manager's Report."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The Refinery Manager. Shell Canada Limited wrote giving a historical 
review of the endeavours of Shell Oil Company to introduce and 
maintain environmental control equipment at their Burnaby Refinery 
Plant, attaching a statement of Shell Canada Corporate Policy on 
Environmental Control 1971 at She 11 burn Refinery.

Reference was made to Item #12 of the Manager's Report which detailed 
some information received from Chevron Canada Limited about the 
Installation of technical equipment which would reduce water pollution 
from the plant In Burr?rd Inlet.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That those organizations and individuals who presented objections 
to the expansion of the Chevron Refinery be forwarded the Information 
presented by the Refinery Manager of the Shell Oil Company with 
respect to their Plant."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Mr. L. Warne wrote with refers, +o Rezonlng Reference No. 20/71 
dealing with the rezoning of pr~,v;ty in the 7700 Block Edmonds 
Street for commercial purposes to permit the erection of a dental 
clinic.

Mr. Warne drew attention to the fact that two other businesses in 
the 7700 and 7800 Blocks Edmonds Street backing onto Wedgewood Street 
were denied access to their property from Wedgewood Street and It 
was suggested that i f access were granted for the proposed new 
dental clinic a precedent would be set for access to these other 
two businesses.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That this item be referred to Item #15 of the Manager s Report.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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Mrs. Hazel L'Estrange wrote requesting answers with explanations 
to three questions:

(I) In what way w4ilthe proposed Anti-Noise By-law ^®'P
to eliminate the increasing noise from the oil refineries 
in North Burnaby?

(ii) What explanations does Council have regarding the
letter to the editor of the Vancouver Sun which stated 
that the wishes of 85? of the residents in a particular 
area were overruled and as a result are to have 
ornamental lighting?

(iil) Who is responsible for the eye polluting apartments 
at Sperling Avenue and Lougheed Highway? Was the 
Planner overruled by the Council on these plans and 
what happens to the service station presently 
located nearby?

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERC!ER:
"That the questions posed by Mrs. L'Estrange be referred to the 
Manager for his attention and reply to the writer.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The North Burnaby Youth Corps wrote following their presentation 
to the previous Council meeting on July 26th when the sum of 
$500.00 was granted to the Organization in response to their 
request for a grant to assist in their activities to help rehabilitate 
young people.

Mr. King, Spokesman for the Youth Corps attended and referred to 
financial information which had been presented with the letter 
from the Youth Corps to this meeting which indicated that an 
additional $1,312.88 was required in order for the Youth Corps 
to meet its commitments.

Mr. King referred to activities which were in progress and which 
were meeting with success and were encouraging other young people 
in trouble, particularly with drugs, to come to the Youth Corps 
for assistance.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCJER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That this matter be referred To the Parks and Recreation Commission 
for information on whether or not the activities of the Burnaby 
Youth Corps overlapped other activities sponsored by the Parks 
and Rocreation Commission and that specific direction be made 
to the Recreational Director and the Programme Director of the 
Commission to consider whether or not the Youth Corps programme 
could be co-ordinated with existing programmes and for a recommendation 
with regard to the application of the Youth Corps for an additional 
grant to their organization."

CARRIED

AGAINST -  ALDERMEN LADNER, .DAILL' 
AND MERCIER
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Manager for his attention and reply to the writer." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

The North Burnaby Youth Corps wrote following their presentation 

to the previous Council meeting on July 26th when the sum of 

$500. 00 was granted to th.e Organ I zat ion In response to their 

request for a grant .to assist in their activities to help rehabilitate 

young people. 

Mr. King, Spokesman for the Youth Corps attended and referred to 

financial inbrmation which had been presented with the letter 

from the Youth Corps to this meeting which indicated that an 

additional $1,312.88 was required in order for the Youth Corps 
to meet its commitments. 

Mr. King referred to activitles which were in progress and which 

were meeting with success and were encouraging other young people 

in trouble, particularly with drugs, to come to the Youth Corps 

for assistance. 

1',0VED BY ALDERMAN MERCJER, SEC'.:>NDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR: 
"That this matter be referred -io the Parks and Recreation Commission 

for Information on whether or not the activities of the Burnaby 

Youth Corps ovcr!apped oth~r activities sponsored by the Parks 

and Recreation Commission and that specific direction be made 

to the Recreational Director and the Programme Director of the 

Commission to consider whether or not the Youth Corps programme 

could be co-ordinated with existing programmes and for a recommendation 

with regard to the application of the Youth Corps for an additional 
grant to their organization." 

6 
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The Information presented with the letter from the North Burnaby 
Youth Corps indicated that while thejf were a volunteer organization 
they were at the present time employing certain members under the 
Federal Government Youth Assistance Plan and that these were paid 
employees assisting in the Programme.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DA ILLY:
"That the Council do now resolve into a Committee of the Whole 
(8:15 p.m.)."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

* * *

TABLED AND DEFERRED 
ITEMS________

(a) Agreement - Canada Summer Games Society

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That authority be granted to execute the agreement between this 
Corporation and the Canada Summer Games Society." ;

CARRIED

AGAINST —  ALDERMAN CLARK

(b) Planner I - Transportation

The engagement of a Planner I - Transportation, in the Planning 
Department had been considered at the last meeting on July 26th when 
a schedule of works, presently on the docket of the Transportation 
Division of the Planning Department,was presented and the Council 
had tabled the item for further study.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That the recommendation of the Manager as contained in Item #15 
of the Manager's Report No. 47,that the position of Planner I - 
Transportation be established and the position be filled! be 
adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That Items (6) and (II) contained within the summary of work 
prepared in relation to the Transporation Division of the Planning 
Department be brought forward for spec! tic Counci I approval before 
any work on these items is to proceed."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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Cc) Subdivision Reference No. 56/70 (Buffalo Street)

Reference was made to previous reports of the Municipal Manager 
made In January wherein the Council agreed to a cost-sharing 
arrangement for the portion of Buffalo Street which was beyond the 
limits of the subdivision being undertaken by the Norburn Construction 
Company In this area, and it was suggested that the later motion 
which provided that no cost-sharing be granted by the Corporation 
be rescinded.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND:
"That this matter be tabled pending a report on the current situation 
in regard to this subdivision in relation to the subject portion 
of Buffalo Street and that included with the report, an up-to-date 
cost of the work be submitted."

CARR I ED UNANIMOUSLY

(d) 6557 Elgin Avenue (Reeves)

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND:
"That Item #44 of the Municipal Manager's Report be brought forward."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The Manager reported that at the July 26th Council Meeting Mr.
Ruddy of the legal firm Farris, Farris, Vaughan, Wills and Murphy 
appeared as Solicitor for Mrs. Reeves and requested that Council 
consider allowing his client the opportunity of providing accommodation 
for eight persons.

The matter had been tabled pending a report from the Solicitor.

On July 26th Mr. Ruddy indicated that he had approached a member 
of the Board of Variance whose reaction was that the matter should 
be dealt with by Council rather than the Board. There was insufficient 
frontage contained within the property to allow P5 Institutional 
zoning and Mr. Ruddy was asking Council to provide some means by 
which his cl.ient could accommodate eight persons.

The Manager outlined the regulations pertaining to the R5 zone in 
which the property is present y situated and the P5 zone requirements 
which indicated the difference in the frontage requirement 
that held by the Solicitor's client in each case.

Mrs. Reeves'property did comply with the 9,600 square foot provision 
contained in the P5 Institutional zone.

Taking all circumstances into consideration it was the opinion of 
the Planning Department that the only means by which rezoning could 
be achieved would be to amend the minimum frontage requirements 
of the P5 District and this course of action cannot be recommended 
as the implications were far reaching.

The Manager recommended that the frontage requirements of the P5 
District not be altered.
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED 3Y ALDERMAN DA ILLY:
"That Mr. Ruddy be heard."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Mr. Ruddy submitted that there would be a hardship on the three 
people who were presently housed in the home and who would have 
to be removed if the present regulations must obtain.

Mr. Ruddy presented a statement showing income from five persons 
within the rest home and income assuming that eight people were 
allowed and it was suggested that with eight people there .would 
be sufficient income to support the continuation of the rest 
home operation. However five people would not provide sufficient 
income. Mr Ruddy advised there had been one minor change 
and that was that there had been an increase in rates payable 
by the people In the rest home by $15.00 per month which did change 
the financial picture some. The operation of the rest home was 
the sole source of income of Mrs. Reeves. Mr. Ruddy drew attention 
to the brief submitted to the la:t r^unciI meeting and a petition 
signed by eighteen neighbours who no objections to the increase 
in clientele.

It was suggested by Mr. Ruddy that both sub-sections were not a 
requirement and that if a single requirement, either the square 
foot area or the frontage, prevailed then it was not necessary to 
have the other, the way the section was worded. Mr. Ruddy drew 
attention to several other similar sections in the By-Law which 
provided that one requirement and the other was necessary whereas 
the pertinent section in this case did not include the word "and".
It was understood by Mr. Ruddy that there had been cases where if 
the square foot area was met then the frontage was not required.

Mr. Ruddy also pointed out that the operation has been declared 
a non-conforming use In 1964, 1965 and the following June of 1965 
when the new By-Law was passed and the rest home has always had 
more than the allowed number for which her client was licence!.
This situation was aided by different Department of the municipality 
and particularly the Welfare Department.

It was submitted that under the circumstances, it could not be said 
that the use was unlawful. Municipal inspections had been made of 
the building and approval had been forthcoming with regard to safety 
for rest home purposes.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the Manager and Mayor be asked to study the matter further and 
determine some means whereby a licence may be granted to Mr. Ruddy's 
client so that she may be allowed to proceed with the operation of 
her rest home caring for eight persons and further that the By-Law 
be reviewed with respect to similar situations in the Municipality."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(e) Entrance to New Vista Senior Citizens' Project

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the New Vista Society be advised that their Society would be 
obligated to bear the cost of constructing the access road from 
Edmonds Street to the new development project of the New Vista 
Society."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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(f) Subdivision Reference No. 86/71 (Blaine Drive)

A letter was received from Chiver's Realty Ltd. with regard to this 
subdivision and the applicants were requesting that they be relieved 
from the requirement whtch makes it mandatory for them to construct 
an access road to their subdivision from Curtis Street a distance 
of 145 feet.

It was submitted that this requirement was not indicated in the 
letter of preliminary approval of June 25, 1971 and had therefore 
not been considered by their Firm in structuring their economic costs.

As the portion of road was clearly outside the limits of the 
subdivision and was not essential to the subdivision servicing, it was 
felt that the. muni ci pa I request to extend Blai.n Drive to the North 
was unfair and places a substantial extra cost on their subdivision.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERC IER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That this matter be referred to the Manager for a report on the 
specific request of the subdivider in this Instance."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

HIS WORSHIP, THE MAYOR, DECLARED A RECESS AT 9:05 P.M.

THE COUNCIL RECONVENED AT 9:15 P.M.

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIO D

ALDERMAN B LA IR  gave Notice of Me Mon that he would be introducing 
a motion at the next meeting of the Council with respect to the 
theft of bicycles In the municipality.

The Engineer was queried about plans for a right-turn lane from 
Deer Lake Avenue onto Canada Way and asked when the design would 
be ready and it was submitted by the Engineer that such design 
would be ready in three to four weeks time and that the Provincial 
Government had given a go-ahead on the design. With regard to 
the left-turn slots off Canada Way onto the Kensington Avenue 
Overpass, it was submitted that the signals for this purpose were 
presently being prepared, however, initial plans covered only 
the signals for the entrance .t Gilpin Street for fire vehicles.

The Manager was asked to bring forward a report on the installation 
of an air conditioning system within the Municipal Hall building.

# * *

R E P O  R T

The Pollution Committee reported that several more cases have 
arisen where owners of unconnected premises are financially unable 
to connect to the municipal sewer and have requested that the 
Corporation undertake the work and charge the costs to their tax 
accounts.

The Pollution Committee has made arrangements, through the Purphasing 
Department, to receive bids from local contractors for this work.
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The Committee listed the nine addresses at which the work was 
to be undertaken together with the lowest bid amount received 
from various contractors who bid for these jobs. Total cost of 
the work amounted to $3,326.90 according to the bids received.

The Committee recommended that Council authorize the work to 
proceed,accepting the low bid as recommended by the Municipal 
Engineer and that Council allocate the necessary funds for this 
purpose.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recommendation of the Committee be adopted."

. CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

* * *

MUNICIPAL MANAGER'S REPORT NO. 48, 1971 
__________ 111 n Camera"

The Manager's Report #48, 1971 "In Camera" dealing with labour 
relations as a function of the Greater Vancouver Regional District 
(Item 10 Manager's Report No. 41, - Council Meeting - June 21,
1971)

The Counci I had tabled this item on June 26 pending the attendance 
of Mr. Leslie to give his impressions of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the Greater Vancouver Regional District taking 
over labour relations as a function and to this Corporation 
utilizing the services of the expanded Labour Relations Bureau 
under the Regional District.

Item #48 set out a number of questions put to the Administrator 
of the Greater Vancouver Regional District relative to this 
subject and provided the answers given by the Administrator (Mr.
George Carl Isle).

Alderman Mercier questioned Mr. Leslie on the content of the 
question and answer report and submitted that he could not find 
anything which the Greater Vancouver Regional District could do 
If the Labour Relations Function was under the Regional District's 
wing, which the Labour Relations Bureau as It is presently constituted 
could not do now.

In reply Mr. Leslie advised that he could not see much difference 
from a cost view point or from other view points, however one 
advantage would accrue and that was that the present operation 
was limited in terms of its usefulness to the whole area and that 
while at the present time the number of municipalities in the 
Bureau was limited, other municipalities are members of the 
Greater Vancouver Regional District and they automatically would 
have a voice in an expanded Labour Relations Bureau under the 
Regional District.

The Manager read the report containing the questions and answers, 
directed to and from Mr. Carl isle,to refresh the minds of the 
Council. Other questions and answers followed the reading of the 
report as follows:

(I) Would the calling of a strike In another municipality 
force Burnaby employees in+o a strike position?

A. Burnaby is a separate boar-gaining unit and must vote 
independently so that a strike in mother area would 
not. necessarily mean a strike in Bumaby.
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(2) How long, In the opinion of Mr. Leslie, would it take 
the Union to become one bargaining unit If the Councils 
of the Greater Vancouver Area amalgamated their forces?

A. The Canadian Union o f  P u blic  Employeee ie  already heading 
fo r  one bargaining u n it a t  the p resen t time and the  
c o n s titu tio n  o f  a Regional bargaining u n it on the employers 
s id e  would n o t change th is  s i tu a tio n .

(3) Will the flexibility presently enjoyed by the Burnaby 
Negotiating Team be prejudice

A. The f l e x i b i l i t y  p re se n tly  enjoyed would in  a l l  p r o b a b ility  
remain although the C.U.P.E. would l ik e  to  see  bargaining  
on a Regional b a s is M ith  re sp e c t to  an enquiry re  personnel 
o f  the Personnel Department and whether o f  n o t th ere  would 
be any change in  the d u tie s  o f  these personnel under the 
Regional arrangement in  view o f  an in e v ita b le  expanded 
Labour R ela tion s S ta f f , the rep ly  was th a t  there would 
be no change in  the d u tie s  o f  these members o f  the 
Personnel Department who would s t i l l  be requ ired  to  a s s i s t  
the Labour R ela tion s Bureau.

A general discussion on the pros and cons of Burnaby entering a 
Labour Relations arrangement under the Greater Vancouver Regional 
District was then held.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN CLARK, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That this Council inform the Greater Vancouver Regional District 
that Burnaby Municipality is not prepared to join the proposed 
new Labour Relations arrangement as a function of the Greater 
Vancouver Regional District at this time."

CARRIED

AGAINST —  MAYOR PRITTIE AND 
ALDERMAN BLAIR

# # *

Mr. Doiq of Arma and Laurand Holdings Ltd, appeared with reference 
to the question of the municipal requirement to pipe the watercourse 
through the Lister Court Subdivision.

The Manager submitted a report (Item #17, Report No. 49) on this 
subject and referred to the letter on the Agenda for this meeting 
from Hean, Wylie and Company on behalf of their client Koehn Enterprises 
Ltd. who have purchased several lots in the subdivision and who 
were objecting to the possible deletion of the piping of the 
watercourse.

The Manager referred to the Minutes of the last Counci I Meeting 
which stated that if the watercourse was to be diverted, then the 
complete watercourse was to be enclosed.

The Manager reported further that the Planner and Engineer had 
met with Mr. Doig and that, there was a difference of opinion about 
what edict the Council had laid down at the Council meeting.

Notwithstanding, the Manager attached a sketch which Indicated that 
there were three subdivisions running concurrently, one after the 
Other, (S.D. n>ef. #160/70, 23/7 and 76/71). '
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(2) How long, In the opinion of Mr. Leslie, would It take 
the Union to become one bargaining unit If the Councl Is 
of the Greater Vancouver Area amalgamated their forces? 

A. The Canadian Union of PubUo Emp7,oyees is atl'eady heading 
for one bargaining unit at the present time and the 
constitution of a Regionat bargaining unit on the emp7,oyel'B 
side -,,,ou1,d not change this situation. 

(3) WI I I the flexlbl llty presently anjoyed by the Burnaby 
Negotiating Team be prejudice· 

A. The fl,e:x;ibitity presentty enjoyed -,,,outd in ait pieobabitity 
remain at.though the C.U.P.E, -,,,ou1.d tike to see bargaining 
on a Regionat basis.fvith l'espect to an enquiry re pel'Sonnet 
of the Personnel. Department and whether of not there woutd 
be any change in the duties of these per•aonnel, undel' the 
Regionat arrangement in view of an inevitabl.e e:x:panded 
Labouzo Re Z.ations Staff:. the l'Bp 7,y was that thel'e TJouU 
be no change in the duties of these members of the 
Personnet Department TJho woutd stitt be required to assist 
the Labour Re tations Bureau. 

A general discussion on the pros and cons of Burnaby entering a 
Labour Retations arrangement under the Greater Vancouver Regional 
District was then held. 

MJVED BY ALDERMAN CLARK, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That this Council Inform the Greater Vancouver Regional District 
that Burnaby Munlclpallty Is not prepared to join the proposed 
new Labour Relations arrangement as a function of the Greater 
Vancouver Regional District at this time." 

* * * 

CARRIED 

AGAINST -- MAYOR PRITTIE AND 
ALDERMAN BLP JR 

Mr, Doig of Arma pnd Laurand Holdings Ltd. appeared with reference 
to the question of the municipal requirement to pipe the watercourse 
through the Ll_ster Court Subrlivlsion. 

The Manager submitted a report (Item #17, Report No. 49) on this 
subject and referred to the letter on the Agenda for this meeting 
from Hean, Wylie and Company on behalf of their client Koehn Enterprises 
Ltd. who have purchased several lots In the subdivision and who 
were objecting to the possible deletion of the plpi·ng of the 
watercourse. 

The Manager referred to the Minutes of the last Councl I Meeting 
which stated that If the watercourse was to be diverted, then the 
complete watercourse was to be enclosed. 

The Manager reported further that the Planner and Engineer had 
met with Mr. Doig and that, there was a difference of opinion about 
what edict the Council had laid down at the Council meeting, 

Notwithstanding, the Manager attached a sketch which Indicated that 
there wer• threa subdivisions running concurrently, one after the 
-:>thar, CS.D. r'.lef. #:6ono, 23/, and '76/71). ' 
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The sketch accompanying showed the watercourse wandering through 
the lots and particularly those in S.D. Ref. #76/71.

Adverting to the case of the Koehn Bros, it was clear that they 
purchased the lots on the understanding that the watercourse 
through the rear of the lots was to be piped to clients already 
to build houses on the lots they have purchased.

The Manager reported that photographs taken of the watercourse 
indicated that the present condition of the course was not 
aesthetically desirable. Furthermore, information is available 
on other developments on the watercourse, which have previously 
been required to pipe the watercourse, and have actually done so.

The Manager commented on a statement of the Engineer who had 
taken issue with a statement in the letter from Arma and Laurand 
Holdings Ltd. that the water in the stream was mainly groundwater 
and there was "very little surface runoff", advising that the 
catchment area involved with the .watercourse was approximately 
100 acres of land from which storm drainage was tributary to the 
watercourse and the estimated flow in this watercourse would be 
approximately 60 cubic feet per second, using a ten year rainfall 
Intensity curve at 16 minutes of concentration and 40? runoff.

Taking all factors into consideration the Manager recommended 
that the motion passed at the last meeting be rescinded, and 
that the watercourse be piped as recommended. Mr. Doig appeared 
and read a copy of the resolution from the Minutes of the July 
26th Council meeting which he contended differed from the 
Information related in the Manager's Report.

Furthermore, Mr. Doig. contended that if the contractors have 
a disagreement then this was a matter betv/een the developer and 
Koehn Enterprises.

Mr. Doig referred to the 100 acre catchment area alluded to by the 
Engineer and related in the Manager's Report and submitted that 
this was a small stream and that there had been no flooding in 
the past and no trouble in the Westburn Park where this stream 
flowed.

Mr. Doig contended that the policy covering enclosure of drains 
In all circumstances was a poor policy as it was never in his opinion 
good that all situations should be treated in the same way. It 
was his contention that the municipaIity would end up with no 
streams whatever and this would not be a desirable situation.

It was submitted that a 15 foot easement could be given at the 
back of the properties and the stream could be located within 
this easement area.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the former resolution of Council be confirmed on the understanding 
that the developers be required to only enclose that part of the 
watercourse where it is to be altered within the subdivision."

AGAINST —  MAYOR PRITTIE, ALDERMEN 
DRUMMOND, CLARK AND BLAIR

MOTION LOST
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN CLARK, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That the entire watercourse involved in Subdivision Reference 
#160/70, 23/71, and 76/71 be enclosed in accordance with the 
existing policy of this Corporation."

CARRIED

AGAINST -- ALDERMEN MERCIER, 
AND DA ILLY

* * #

MUNICIPAL MANAGER’S REPORT NO. 49, 1971

(I) Complaint by Mrs. I. Owens, 4075 Spruce Street on Lombardi 
Poplars on Neighbour's Property
Item II - Manager's Report No. 47, 1971_____________________

The Manager reported the Solicitor's opinion on whether or not 
the trees Involved in this complaint were a public or a private 
nuisance and submitted the Solicitor's opinion that it was not 
his belief the trees on the property adjacent to the property of 
Mrs. Owens could be classified as a public nuisance.

The Manager recommended that the type of problem In question 
be continued to be treated as a clviI matter between the two 
parties concerned.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DA ILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(2) Demolition of Municipal Houses
(a) 45 North Stratford Avenue
(b) 4323 Dundas Street________

The Manager reported that these properties had been Corporation 
rentals for many years and have recently become vacant. It was 
the Land Agent's opinion that these residences should not be 
re-rented due to their poor state of repair and he had requested 
authority to have them demolished.

The Manager supplied information for the Council on the condition 
of the buildings and recommended that authority be given to demolish 
both bui Idings.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(3) Extension of Sewer Main - Subdivision Reference No. 86/71 
Blaine Drive
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~VED BY ALDERMAN CLARK, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR: 
"Th!lt the entire watercourse involved in Subdivision Reference 
#160/70, 23/71, and 76/71 be enclosed in accordance with the 
existing policy of this Corporation." 

* * * 

CARRIED 

AGAINST -- ALDE~~EN MERCIER, 
AND DAI LLY 

MUNICIPAL MANAGER'S REPORT NO. 49, 1971 

(I) Complaint by Mrs. I. Owens, 4075 Spruce Street on Lombardi 
Poplars on Neighbour's Property 
Item II - Manager's Report No. 47, 1971 

The Manager reported the Solicitor's opinion on whether or not 
the trees involved in this complaint were a public or a private 
nuisance and submitted the Solicitor's opinion that It was not 
his belief the trees on the property adjacent to the property of 
Mrs. Owens could be classified as a public nuisance. · 

The Manager recommended that the type of problem in question 
be continued to be treated as a clvl I matter between the two 
parties concerned. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAI LLY: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 

(2) Deffl<Dlltion of Municipal Houses 
(a)45 North Stratford Avenue 
(b) 4323 Dundas Street 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

The Manager reported that these properties had been Corporation 
rentals for many years and have recently become vacant. It was 
the Land Agent's opinion that these residences should not be 
re-rented due -to their poor state of repair and he had requested 
authority to have them demo Ii s:1ed. 

The Manager supplied Information for the Couoci I on the condition 
of the buildings and recommended that authority be given to demolish 
both bu i Id i ngs. 

MOVED BV ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDER,,!AN MERCIER: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(3) Extension of Sewer Main - Subdivision Reference No. 86/71 
Blaine Drive 
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The Manager reported that in order to provide sanitary sewer for 
the captioned 23 lot subdivision, approximately 82 feet of sewer 
must be laid. This sewer would be laid in an easement to be acquired 
by the developer West of Blaine Drive.

The estimated cost of constructing the sewer was $1,100.00 and the 
Manager recommended that the extension of sewer main be made 
at municipal expense in accordance with the present policy.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(4) Social Service Quarterly Report

The Manager submitted the quarterly report of the Social Service 
Department for the information of the Council.

(5) 1973 Canada Summer Games Capital Budget

The Manager reported that the Council at the July 26th meeting 
received a communication dated June 25th, 1971 from Mr. Ramsell, 
President, 1973 Canada Summer Games, addressed to Mayor Prittie.

The revived budget submitted was approved subject to determining 
the purpose of the extra $5,000.00 (approximate).

The Manager reported that the Treasurer had showed Burnaby's share 
of the capital cost to be $257,500.00 whereas in actual fact the 
budget has been amended and the ia+est figure should be $262,917.00. 
The latest revision approved by Council is for an extra $7,082.00 
making the Burnaby share $269,999.00.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the Information contained in Items (4) and (5) of the Municipal 
Manager's Report No. 49 be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(6) Dredq i nq Burnaby Lake

The .Engineer advised that dredging of Burnaby Lake was nearing 
completion with a small section left at the extreme West end of 
the rowing course. Some problem was being encountered in locating 
sufficient spoil areas at the West end of the Lake to complete 
the dredging of the entire course and a letter was submitted 
from Associated Engineering Services which explained the problem.

A meeting of interested parties had been held and it was confirmed
that there would be no objection from the Canada Games Committee
or from the Parks Administrator if it should become necessary
to shorten the runout on the rowing course by a maximum of 200
feet. If this shortening became a necessity the area would not
be dredged. This is in an area which is proposed for buildings and
bleachers and the only change in t̂ ie overall development
would be that these bleachers and buildings would have to be constructed
on piles rather than floating structures.
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The Manager reported that in order to provide sanitary sewer for 
the captioned 23 lot subdivision, approximately 82 feet of sewer 
must be laid. This sewer would be laid in an easement to be acquired 
by the developer West of Blaine Drive. 

The estimated cost of constructing the sewer was $1,100.00 and the 
Manager recommended that the extension of sewer main be made 
at municipal expense in accordance with the present policy. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 
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Pile type construction was less expensive than floating structures.

The Summer Games Committee were beginning to consider the Second 
Phase of the Project - the construction of storage buildings for 
rowing shelves and launching facilities, together with spectator 
viewing stands; and in this connection will be investigating 
in more detail the proposed additional structures to be required 
and their method of construction.

The Manager submitted a P.S. .that he had been advised the course 
wouId have to be shortened by 300 feet as the contractor had run 
out of space for spoil. Apparently the course will be moved 100 
feet further East and shortened by 200 feet, which will mean they 
will still have 100 feet more than the Olympic standard when 
finished. The seating capacity as far as spectator area is concerned, 
will not be affected.

The letter referred to from the Associated Engineering Services 
Ltd. indicated that there had been some difficulty experienced 
in the spoil area at the West end of the Lake in that there had 
been a water leakage toward the "Gun Club" property. Diversions, 
of the flow of water had been made and the matter had been brought 
under control, however, it was agreed that the contractor discontinue 
the midnight shift.

The following day some benefit was observed frotrr the lesser pumping 
period.

With the present rate of.progress, using the two shift per day, 
only 200 feet of dredging per day was being accomplished with 
approximately 1,500 feet to complete the clearing of the hammerhead 
area at the West end and the Company considered that the time had 
arrived when discussions should take place with the Canada Summer 
Games Committee and a meeting was held as mentioned in the Manager's 
Report.

The letter from Associated Engineering indicated however, that 
because of the decrease in dredging work a recent decrease in cost 
would also result commensurate with the reduction in the area to 
be dredged, which would offset the extra cost which the contractor 
had indicated would be claimed because of the deletion of the 
third shift in each day.

Some concern was expressed ovor the indicated claim set out in the 
letter from Associated Engineering Services Ltd. which would be 
placed by the contractor owing to the shorter work day and the 
smaller dredging area which would be accomplished as a result. It 
was suggasted that the consultants should have anticipated situations 
like this, possibly arising, and that the whole matter should 
be investigated.

The Engineer advised that he was concerned with both the agreement 
with Associated Engineering Services Ltd. and with the dredging 
contractor and he would be meeting with the principaIs of both 
Companies to be brought up to date insofar as the agreements were 
concerned.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the information be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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rowing shelves and launching faci lltles, together with spectator 
viewing stands; and in this connection will be Investigating 
in more detai I the proposed additional structures to be required 
and their method of construction. 
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The letter referred to from the Associated Engineering Services 
Ltd. indicated that there had been some difficulty experienced 
in the spoi I area at the West end of the Lake In that there had 
been a water leakage toward the "Gun Club" property. Diversions. 
of the flow of water had been made and the matter had been brought 
under control, however, it was agreed that the contractor dl&continue 
the midnight shift. 

The following day some benefit was observed from- the lesser pumping 
period. 

With the present rate of:_progress, using the two shift per day, 
only 200 feet of dredging per day was being accomplished with 
approximately 1,500 feet to complete the clearing of the hammerhead 
area at the West end and the Company considered that the time had 
arrived when discussions· should take place with the Canada Summer 
Games Committee and a meeting was held as mentioned In the Manager's 
Report. 

The letter from Associated Engineering indicated however, that 
because of the decrease in dredging· work a recent decrease in cost 
would also resuft commen~urate with the reduction in the area to 
be dredged, which would offset the extra cost which the contractor 
had Indicated would be claimed because of the deletion of the 
third shift in each day. 

Some concern was expressed v'tJr the indicated claim set out in the 
I etter from Assoc I ated Engine,: ring S3rv ices Ltd. which wou Id be 
placed by the eontractor owing to the shorter work day and the 
smaller dredging area which would be accomplished as a result. It 
was suggested that the consultants should have anticipated situations 
like this, possibly arising, and that the whole matter should 
be investigc+ed. 

The Engineer advised that he was concerned with both the agreement 
with Associated Engineering Services Ltd. and wl.th the dredging 
contractor and he would be meeting with the principals of both 
Companies to be brought up to date insofar as the agreements were 
concerned. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
"That the information be.received." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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(7) Local Improvement Cost Report per Section 601 of the Municipal 
ACt —  Grange - Dover, Kingsway and Royal Oak 
(Item 19, Manager*s Report No. 47,)___________________________

The Manager submitted the above cost report covering the Grange - 
Dover, Kingsway and Royal Oak proposed Local Improvement work 
pursuant to Section 601 of the Municipal Act.

(8) Local Improvement Cost Report per Section 601 of the Municipal 
Act —  Hazel Street - McKercher to McMurrsy Avenue 
(Item #24. Manager's Report No. 4 7 ) _____________________

The Manager submitted a cost report on this Local Improvement 
Project pursuant to Section 601.

The Manager recommended, In both cases, that the report be received.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the information contained in Items (7) and (8) of the 
Manager's Report No. 49 be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(9) Re: Establishment of Policy - Construction of Retaining Walls
_____ in Lanes___________ _______________________ ______________

The Manager reported on the need for a different policy regarding the 
provision of retaining wails in existing lanes. The Manager noted 
several methods employed which were temporary, at best, when compared 
to a properly designed and constructed concrete retaining wall.

The Engineer submitted that, in the past, the Corporation was initially 
responsible for creating conditions now causing lane retention 
programes either directly or indirectly.

There was a considerable backlog of requirements for retaining walls 
in lanes, roughly estimated to total some $150,000.00 to $200,000.00.
A programe of probably ten years or so would be need to cure the 
problems.

The Manager reported that -',■>& Engineer recommended a programe be 
commenced in 1971 to rectify problems requiring protection of the lane 
and/or private property from further "sloughing" which in turn results 
In nuisances and possible measurable damages and hazardous conditions. 
The importance of the programe was emphasized so that our investment 
in paved lanes could be protected.

The Engineer suggested that, at least for 1971, an ^propriate amount 
would be $15,000.00. This amount could be taken from the C.I.P. BudgeT.

The Engineer recommended that this year's programe commence with the 
following lanes, listed in order of priority and providing funds hold 
up within the $15,000.00 amount:

(1) Stratford-Warwick Lane North of Dundas;

(2) Warwick-Sea Lane North of Dundas;

(3) Holdom-EIlesmere Lane North of Dundas;

(4) Georgia-Union Lane East from Springer;

(5) Bessborough-Harvour View i.ane.
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(7) Local Improvement Cost Report par Section 601 of the Municipal 
Act -- Grange - Dover, Klngsway and Royal Oak 

(Item 19. Manager's Report No. 47,) 

The Manager submitted the above cost report ~overing the Grange -
Dover, Ki ngsway and Roya I Oak proposed Loca I Improvement work 
pursuant to Section 601 of the Municipal Act. 

(8) Local Improvement Cost Report per Section 601 of the Municipal 
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(Item #24, Manager's Report No. 47) 

The Manager submitted c cost report on this Local Improvement 
Project pursuant to Section 601. 
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It was noted that the subdivider is now required to build retaining 
walls where necessary in a new subdivision and on any unopened new 
lanes.

The Manager recommended that the municipality accept the programme 
or policy of providing retaining walls where deemed necessary by 
the Municipal Engineer in existing laneo over a period of ten 
years at municipal expense; and that the first lanes to be affected 
be those recommended by the Engineer in the order of priority 
suggested; and that the 1971 alioTment for this work be $15,000.00; 
and that the 1971 allotment be financed from the Contingency Account 
in the "Roads Section" of the C.I.P.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED

AGAINST —  ALDERMAN MERCIER

(10) Burnaby Local improvement Charges 
By-law 1971 //5858
(Grange and Hazel Streets)________

In connection with the initiation as Local Improvements of the works 
on Grange and Haze! Streets, it will be necessary to amend the above 
mentoned By-law by adding the following paragrpahs to Schedule "A":

46’ pavement with six-foot ■ ;rb sidewalks:

(a) The construction and/or reconstruction of streets, together 
wi'i'h partland cement concrete curb sidewiaks 6' wide on 
both sides of the street, asphaltic pavement not greater 
than 8" in thickness to a width between curb faces of 46* 
including retaining walls, storm drainage facilities and 
boulevard restoration incidental thereto and the acquisition 
of land necessary to the project:

(b) $ .92 per taxable front foot in fjfteen annual instalments 
except that where a -'/emont is already in place for which 
local improvement c: ' os are currently being paid, the 
annual rate shall i .ducei by $ .37 to the affected 
owners only, and wrx • a four-foot sidewalk is already in 
place for which local improvement charges are currently 
being paid the annual charge shall be reduced by a further 
$ .37 to the of ected owners only.

As time is of the essence, the Bylaw amendment will be placed before Council 
on August 9, 1971, for its consideration.

The Manager recommended that the Bylaw be amended accordingly.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

i©
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It was noted that the subdivider Is now required to bul Id retaining 
walls where necessary In a new subdivision and on any unopened new 
lanes, 

Tne Manager recommended that the municipality accept the programme 
or policy of providing retaining w~lls where deemed necessary by 
the Municipal Engineer in e)<isting lane~ over a period of ten 
years at municipal expense; and that the first lanes to be affected 
be those recommended by the Er.gineer in the order of priority· 
suggested; and that th-:: 1971 alioTrnent for this work be $15,000.00; 
and that the 197i a! lotm:)nt be fin:inced frc,m the Contingency Account 
In the "RoaC:s Section" of the C. I.?. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, StCONDED BY Al.DERMAN BLAIR: 
"That the recommandation of the Mcnager be adopted." 

(10) Burnaby local Improvement Charges 
By-law 1971 #5858 
(Grange and Hazel Sti-eets) 

CARRIED 

AGAINST -- ALDERMAN MERCIER 

In connection with the initiation as Local Improvements of the works 
on Grange and Hazel STreets, it wi I I be necessary to amend the above 
mentoned By-·la~1 by adding tha following paragrpahs to Schedule 11A": 

461 pav~ment 11ith six-roo~ • .;rb side•'lalks: 

Ca) The constrnction ,nd/or reconstruction of streets, together 
wh"h pa:-t!and cerr..·~nt c.cn.:;refo curb sidewlaks 61 wide on 
bo.J,.,1 sidos of -t-110 ~treet, asphaltlc pavement not greater 
than 8" ir, tt,ickn:::ss to iJ v1idth between curb faces of 1'16 1 

including retaining walls, storm drain:19-:i facilities and 
bcuievard rostcratlor, incidental the1•e-'-o and the acquisition 
of la:1d nec3ssa1-y to thu project: 

(b) $ .92 per taxab!e front toot in fifteen annual instalments 
excopt -J-hat wr9rn a ~-·,em:)nt is already in place for which 
local improvement c: · · JS a,·e currently being paid, the 
annua I rate sh;:i i I l .duce: "iy $ • 37 to the affected 
owners only, and v:h,. _, a toui·-foot sidewalk is already in 
place for w:,ich local improve:nent charges are currently 
being paid the annual charge shal I be reduced by a further 
$ • 37 to the a f .· ected 0 1'/ners on I y. 

As ti me is of the essence, the By I aw amendment w i I I be p I aced before Counc i I 
on August 9, 1971, for its consideration. 

The Manager recommended thct the Bylaw be amended accordingly. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECOf\!DED BY ALDERMAN DAI LLY: 
"That the recomm3ndation of the Manager be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

i8 
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(ID Fireball No. 6 - Government Road and Brighton

The Manager reported that the 1972 C.I.P. Budget contained funds 
allocated for the erection of Station No. 6 and the purchase of 
a new 1,050 gpm pumper struck.

The area where the station will serve is expanding rapidly and 
it was desirable that an architect be appointed as soon as possible 
In anticipation of a construction start this year so that the building 
would be completed in 1972.

The property had been purchased and plans were for a 2-bay one storey 
structure.

Good service had been obtained from Eng and Wright Architects in the 
design of No. I Fire Hall and they are familiar with our requirements.

The Manager recommended that authority be granted to engage Eng and 
Wright to design and supervise construction of No. 6 Fire Hall Station; 
and that the Architect be asked to prepare preliminary drawings for 
consideration.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN CLARK, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The Municipal Manager was asked to investigate the practicability 
of hiring an Architect on the Municipal Staff.

(12) Re: Chevron (Canada) Limited
Water Pollution Control Facilities 

_____Preliminary Plan Approval //1559

The Manager reported that the Planning Department had issued the 
above Preliminary Plan Approval to Chevron (Canada) Limited to permit 
installation of a new drainage facility at their tank farm site which 
would enable them to meet provincial government standards of 
efficient water quality.

The Manager described the installation which would result in a 
four stage purification of the water before efflux to the Inlet.
The Manager recommended that all parties making representations to 
Council with regard to Chevron's modernization programe be advised 
of this information.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(13) Burnaby Road Closing By-Law No. 6, 1971 (#5901)
Closure of Portions of Buckingham Avenue, •
Wallen Avenue, Braemer Avenue and Adjacent Lanes

The Manager reported that the Council had authorized the Planning 
Department to initiate this road closing as part of the process 
of creating a proposed church site in D.L. 86 (RZ Reference No. 14/71). 
An alternate site is being considered.
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(II) Firehall No. 6 - Government Road and Brighton 

The Manager reported that the 1972 C.t .P. Budget contained funds 
allocated for the erection of Station No. 6 and the purchase of 
a new 1,050 gpm pumper struck. 

The area where the station wi II serve is expanding rapidly and 
it was desirable that an architect be appointed as soon as possible 
In anticipation of a construction start this year so that the building 
would be completed in 1972. 

The property had been purcnased and plans were for a 2-bay one storey 
structure. 

Good service had been obtained from Eng and Wright Architects In the 
design of No. I Fire Hal I and they are familiar with our requirements. 

The Manager recommended that authority be granted to engage Eng and 
Wright to design and supervise construction of No. 6 Fire Hall Station; 
and that the Architect be asked to prepare preliminary drawings for 
cons I derati on. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN CLARK, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

The Municipal Manager was asked to investigate the practicabi llty 
of hiring an Architect on the Municipal Staff. 

(12) Re: Chevron (Canada) Limited 
Water Pollution Control Facilities 
Preliminary Plan Approval #1559 

The Manager reported that the Planning Department had issued the 
above Preliminary Plan Approval to Chevron (Canada) Limited to permit 
installation of a new drainage facility at their tank farm site which 
would enable them to meet provincial government standards of 
efficient water quality. 

The Manager described the installation which would result in a 
four stage purification of the water before efflux to the Inlet. 
The Manager recommended that all parties making representations to 
Counci I with regard to Chevr~n's modernization programe be advised 
of this information. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted. 11 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(13) Burnaby Road Closing By-Law No. 6, 1971 (#5901) 
Closure of Portions of Buckingham Avenue,. 
Wallen Avenue, Braemer Avenue and Adjacent Lanes 

The Manager reported that the Counci I had authorized the Planning 
Department to initiate this road closing as part of the process 
of creating a proposed church site in D.L. 86 CRZ Reference No. 14/71). 
An alternate site is being considered. 
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The suggestion was that it would be appropriate to continue with 
the road closing procedure as the subject roads would eventually 
have to be closed as a part of the D.L. 86 development plan.

There had been expense incurred so far on plans and documents.

The Manager recommended that the Counci I proceed with the Road 
Closing By-Law.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DA ILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(14) Rezoning Reference #47/71
Lot "C", Blocks 1/2, D.L. 97, Plan 15308 
6205 and 62i3 Kingsway___________________

The Council considered this application at the July 26, 1971 meeting 
and it was felt to have met it& / the Planning Department was asked 
to indicate the prerequisites and would recommend if the rezoning 
were to be permitted.

The Planner outlined the following prerequisites:

(1) The submission of a suitable plan of development.

(2) The dedication of the North 20' of the subject property 
to provide alternate access other than Kingsway to the 
subject and adjacent properties fronting on Kingsway
as indicated on the attached sketch.

(3) The deposite of sufficient monies to be held In Trust 
to cover the cost of constructing the subject lane.

The Manager recommended that the prerequisites recommended by the 
Planning Department be accepted and the applicant be advised accordingly.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMON:
" That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED

AGAINST -- ALDERMAN MERCIER

(15) Rezoning Reference #20/71
North 62' of Lot 2A, Blocks 2 to 4 inclusive,
D.L. 28, Plan 2162 - 7726 Wedgewood Street

The Manager reported on a letter received at the July 26th meeting 
from Mr. L. Warne inquiring as to how Council could allow a zoning 
which under the C2 requirements must have a minimum of 50' and a 
minimum area of 6,000 square feet whereas the subject property only 
had a frontage of 42'•

The Planning Department reported the front 125' of the subject property 
was already zone C2. The lot existed prior to passage of the Zoning 
By-Law in June, 1965 and therefore has the status of a legal non-conforming 
C2 classification. The effect of the present application would be to 
bring the lot closer to the requirements of the By-Law.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That the infor,nation be received and the complainant be advised of 
the content of the report."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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The suggestion was that It would be appropriate to continue with 
the road closing procedure as the subject roads would eventually 
have to be closed as a part of the D.L. 86 development plan. 

There had been expense incurred ;:;o far on plans and documents. 

The Manager recommended that the Councl ! proceed with the Road 
Closing By-Law. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCI ER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DA ILLY: 
"That the rccor.imendatlon of the Manager be adopted." 

CARR I ED LINAN I MOUS LY 

(14) Rezoning Reference #47/71 
Lot "C", Blocks 1/2, D.L. 97, Plan 15308 
6205 and 62i3 Kinqsway 

The Counci I considered thls agR\ication at the July 26, 1971 meeting 
and It was felt to have rr.e1·it ;, the Planning Department was asked 
to Indicate the prerequisites and would recommend If the rezoning 
were to be permitted. 

The Planner outiined the fol lowing prerequisites: 

(I) The submission of a suitable plan of development. 

(2) The dedication of the North 201 of the subject property 
to prcvicie alternate access other than Kingsway to the 
subject and adjacent proparties fronting on Kingsway 
as indicated on the attached sketch. 

(3) The d9posite of sufficient monies to be held In Trust 
to cove,- -rhe cost of consrructl ng the subject I ane. 

The Manager recommended that thA prerequisites recommended by the 
Planning Departm-ant be accl::lpted and the applicant be advised accordingly. 

MOVED BY ALDERf,t,,'\N BLAIR, SECONDEU BY ALDERMAN DRUMMON: 
11 That the recommendation of the Ma m~ger be adopted." 

CARRIED 

AGAINST -- ALDERMAN MERCIER 

(15) Rezoning Reference #20/71 
North 62 1 of Lot 2A, Blocks 2 to 4 inclusive, 
D.L. 28, Plan 2162 - 7726 Wedgewood Street 

The Manager repcrted on a letter received at the July 26th meeting 
from Mr. L. Warne inquiring as to how Counci I could allow a zoning 
which under the C2 requirements must have a minimum of 50 1 and a 
minimum area of 6,000 square feet whereas the subject property only 
had a frontage of 42'. 

The Planning Department reported the front 125' of the subject property 
was already zone C2. The lot existed prior to passage of the Zoning 
By-Law in June, 1965 and therefore has the status of a legal non-conforming 
C2 classification. The effect of the present application would be to 
bring the lot closer to the requirements of the By-Law. 

11-0VED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR: 
"That the I nfor .. 1at ion be rece I ved and the comp I a i nant be advised of 
the content of '!'he report." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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Reference was made to a further letter from the complainant 
Mr. L. Wame on the Agenda for this meeting.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the most recent letter from Mr. Warne together with Item #15 
of the Manager's Report No. 49 be brought forward when this 
rezoning application is next discussed by the Council."

Cm RRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(16) Re; Policy - Burning Permits

The Manager attached a report of the Fire Chief who had been invited 
to attend this meeting, dealing with the general policy used by his 
Office under Council's direction, with respect to the issuance of 
burning permits. The Fire Chief submitted that his Department had 
restricted permits as there had been more and more people becomming 
pollution conscious and telephone calls and complaints took up 
much staff time.

Land clearing seems to be the only area of conflict as most citizens 
appear to have accepted the necessity of stringent regulations.

The Fire Chief then presented a number of statistics to justify 
his actions in refusing burning permits on land clearing projects 
and submitted that there appeared to be only three alternatives:

(1) Availability of dumping areas in Burnaby.

(2) Relaxation of burning regulations (not recommended).

(3) Availability of a wood hog machine.

The Fire Chief bsubmitted that refusal of a burning permit to 
Mr. Friesen was based on sound and reasonable grounds. The location 
was too close to homes on both sides of Seventh Street and both 
sides of Moriey Avenue and there was a danger of fly ash and fire 
hazard to these homes. In addition, a playground was located 
nearby and there was a hazard to chiIdren.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the current policy with respect to the issuing of burning 
permits be confirmed and the actions of the Fire Chief with respect 
to the application by Mr. Friesen be endorsed."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

HIS WORSHIP, THE MAYOR, WITHDREW FROM THE COUNCIL CHAMBER.

ALDERMAN MERCIER ASSUMED THE MAYOR'S CHAIR.

(18) Statement of Revenue and Expenditures

The Treasurer submitted a report covering Revenue and Expenditures 
for the period January 1st to July 18, 1971.
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Reference was made to a further letter from the complainant 
Mr. L. Warne on the Agenda for this meeting. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECOt'JED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
"That the most recent letter from Mr. Warne together with Item #15 
of the Manager's Report No. 49 be brought forward when this 
rezoning application is next discussed by the Counci I." 

CttRR I ED UNAN I tJOUS LY 

( 16) Re: Pol icy - Burning Permits 

The Manager attached a report of the Fire Chief who had been invited 
to attend this meeting, dealing with the general policy used by his 
Office under Council's direction, with respect to the issuance of 
burning permits. The Fire Chief submitted that his Department had 
restricted permits as there had been more and more people becomming 
pollution conscious and telephone calls and complaints took up 
much staff time. 

Land clearing seems to be the only area of conflict as most citizens 
appear to have accepted the necessity of stringent regulatLons. 

The Fire Chief then presented a number of statistics to justify 
his actions In refusing burning permits on land clearing projects 
and submitted that there appeared to be only three alternatives: 

Cl) Availability of dumping areas in Burnaby. 

(2) Relaxation of burning regulations (not recommended). 

(3) Availability of a wood hog machine. 

The Fire Chief bsubmitted that refusal of a burning permit to 
Mr. Friesen was based on sound and reasonable grounds. The location 
was too close to homes on both sides of Seventh Street and both 
sides of Morley Avenue and there was a danger of fly ash and tire 
hazard to these homes. In addition, a playground was located 
nearby and there was a hazard to children • 

. tJOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAI LLY: 
''That the current pol icy witr, '"espect to the issuing of burning 
permits be confirmed and the ?.ctions of the Fire Chief with respect 
to the app I i cation by Mr. r'r i esen be endorsed." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

HIS WORSHIP, THE MAYOR, WITHDREW FROM THE COUNCIL CHAMBER. 

ALDERMAN MERCIER ASSUMED THE MAYOR'S CHAIR. 

(18) Statement of Revenue and Expenditures 

The Treasurer submitted a report covering Revenue and Expenditures 
for the period January 1st to July 18, 1971. 
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the statement of Revenue and Expenditure be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(19) Re: Agreement with Golf Professional, T. Wenn
_____ for Operation of the Kensington Pitch and Putt Golf Course

The Manager reported that the Parks and Recreation Commission had, 
on August 4, IS/I, approved of an agreement with the Golf Professional 
for the operation of the Kensington Pitch and Putt Course.

The Manager outlined the forms of the agreement and advised the 
Parks and Recreation Commission had recommended that the municipality 
execute the agreement which had already been executed by the Golf 
Professional.

The Manager recommended that the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to 
execute the agreement on behalf of the municipality.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED

AGAINST —  ALDERMAN MERC IER

(20) Re: 10' Storm Sewer Easement Requirement,
Rezonlnq Reference #26/7!____________

The Council had expressed concern earlier that the requirement of a 
10' wide easement along the East property line of Lot I would not 
limit the deveicpm'nt potential of the said lot.

The Manager reported that the Planning Department confirmed that 
this should not restrict developmer.t as:

(a) the full s h e  area can be used for the floor area ratio 
calculations regardless or the easement, and

(b) within this zona, a si' 7 -j of 20' is required, 10* of 
which will be under ee if.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND:
"That the information be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(21) Re: Power Poles in Central Park Garden Village Area

The Manager reported, as a result of an inquiry at the Council 
meeting on May 17th, as to whether four power poles on various 
streets in the above area would be removed when ornamental street 
lights were installed.

The query included a request, for information on whether it would 
be possible for the residents of the area to pay the costs of 
removaI.

The Manager attached plan which indicated the poles, which would 
become redundant when the propo-ed ornamental lighting system was 
activated end at J-hat time these poles would be removed at no expense 
to the municipality. The pole on Pine Street at the lane West
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN DAI LLY, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the statement of Revenue and Expend I tu re be race I ved." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(19) Re: Agreement with Golt Professional, T. Wenn 
for Operat I on of the Kens I n~ton Pitch and Putt Go If Course 

The Manager reported that the Pork$ and Recreati0n Commission had, 

on August 4, 19/ 1, <Jppr-oved of c:n agreement viith the Golf Professional 

for t:-ie operatlcn of the Kenslngfon Pitch and Putt Course, 

The Manager outlined the terms of the agreement and advised the 

Parks and Recreation Comrniss:on had recommended that the munlclpallty 

execute the agreement which hed already been executed by the Golf 

Profess Iona I • · 

The Manager recommended thc·r the Mayor and Clerk be author I zed to 

execute the agraement on behalf of the municipality. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAI LLY: 

"That the recomrnendat ion of the M,:inager be adopted." 

(20) Re: 10 1 St,)rm Se;-:er Easerr,erot Requirement, 
Rezoning Reference #26/71 

CARRIED 

AGAINST -- ALDERMAN MERCIER 

The Counci I had ex;:iressfcd conce1~n ec1rl ier that the requirement of a 

101 1vidti aa~,e:r,ent along the Eas·:· property I ine of Lot I would not 

limit the deva:c.~:c-nt pot~ntial of the said lo-~. 

The Manager ropo;~tcd -~hat the PI ann i r.g Department conf I rmed that 

this should nJt.re::+r!ci" drc,veloprr:er.·;·.a~: 

(a) the fu 11 sht1 c>rea can be usad for· the floor area ratio 

ca I Cl! !at ions regard i ess or the easement, and 

(b) within this zor,",, a si• -, -·,J of 20 1 ls required, 10 1 of 

which wi l I be under ec -1,t. 

MOVED BY ALDER4AN LADNE~, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND: 

"That the informction be received." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

( 21 ) Re: Pm1er Po I es in Centra I Park Garden Vi I I age Area 

The Manager n:.µorted, as a resu It of an Inquiry at the Councl I 

meeting on May 17th, as to whether four power poles on various 

streets in the above area would be removed when ornamental street 

lights were installed. 

The query Included a request. for inforr.iation.on whether it would 

be possible for the residents of the area to p-ay the costs of 

removal. 

The Manager attached plan·which indicated the poles, which would 

become radundant when the propo:-ed ornamental lighting system was 

activated e:1d at .,_h"'t timP these poles would be removed at no expense 

to the municipality. The pole on Pine Street at the lane West 
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of Huxley would remain in order to provide continuity of service 
for both Hydro and telephone plant into the lane from which the 
properties are served.

An estimate of the cost of completely removing two poles as well 
would necessitate underground construction and would cost approximately 
$8,094.00 for the required underground work to permit removal of three 
poles, two of which are on Huxley and one on Pine Street. The poles 
carry primary voltage conductors and these are very costly to put 
underground. No information was, as yet, forthcoming from the 
Telephone Company.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND:
"That the Information be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(22) Re: F.P.S.L. Storm Drainage Contract #1
United Contractors Limited_____________

The Manager reported this Firm had requested an extension of time 
from July 31 to August 31, 1971 to complete the above contract 
giving reasons for the request for the extension.

The Manager reported that the Engineer recommended the contract be 
extended as requested.

The Manager recommended that the contract be extended to August 3 1, 
1971 with appropriate bonding extension, but without the imposition 
of the $100.00 per day liquidated damages.

(23) Re: F.P.S.L. Storm Drainage Contract #2 
Norburn Construction Company Limited

The Manager reported that this Company had requested an extension 
of time on the subject contract without the imposition of the 
liquidated damages from July 24th to August 10, 1971.

The Engineer had reviewed the request and recommended that the 
time for completion of the contract be extended to August 10, 1971.

The Manager recommended th; L 'he contract be extended to August 10, 
1971 with appropriate bond:,.;- extension, but without the imposition 
of the $100.00 per day liquidated damages.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND:
"That the recommendations of the Manager with respect to the 
extension of the contracts, ef United Contractors Limited and Norburn 
Construction Company Limited be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(24) Miscellaneous Storm Sewer Easement -
Lot "A", Block !2, D.L. 68, Plan 13374 - 
3747 Sunset Street (Braddell)___________

The Manager reported that an easement was required to facilitate 
construction of a storm sewer head on property involving construction 
of a sewer on Sunset Street. The owner was willing to grant the 
easement provided a chain link fence was erected 28' x 3' on the 
portion of his property overlooking the watercourse. The estimated 
cost of the fence was $250.00.
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of Huxley would remain in order to provide continuity of service 
for both Hydro and telephone plant into the lane from which the 
properties are served.· 

An estimate of the cost of completely removing two poles as well 
would necessitate underground construction and would cost approximately 
$8,094.00 for the required underground work to permit removal of three 
poles, two of which are on Huxley and one on Pine Street. The poles 
carry primary voltage cond..1ctors ar,d these are very costly to put 
underground. No information was, as yet, forthcoming from the 
Telephone Company. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUr.tMOND: 
"That the information be received." 

(22) Re: F.P.S.L. Storm Drainage Contract #I 
United Contractors Limited 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

The Manager reported this Firm had requested an extension of time 
from July 31 to August 31, 1971 to compiete the above contract 
giving reasons for the request for the extension. 

The Manager reported that the Engineer recommended the contract be 
extended as requested. 

The Manager recommended that the contract be extended to August 31, 
1971 with appropriate bonding extension, but without the Imposition 
of the $100.00 per day liquidated damages. 

(23) Re: F.P.S.L. Storm Drainage Contract #2 
Norburn Construction Company Limited 

The Manager reported that this Company had requested an extension 
of time on the subject contract without the imposition of the 
liquidated damages from July 24th To August 10, 1971. 

The Engineer had reviewed the request and recommended that the 
time for completion of the contract be extended to August 10, 1971. 

The Manager recommended th, • ··•1e contract be extended to August 10, 
1971 with appropriate bond ·<, extension, but without the imposition 
of the $100.00 per day liquidated damages. 

MOVED BY A1DERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND: 
"That the recommendations of the Manager with respect to the 
extension of the contracts. af United Contractors Limited and Norbu rn 
Construct I on Comp.any Lim i tao be adopted." 

( 24) MI see 11 aneous Storm Sewer Easement -
Lot "A", Block :2, D.L. 68, Plan 13374 -
3747 Sunset Street (Braddell) 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

The Manager reported that an easement was required to facilitate 
construction of a storm sewer head on property involving construction 
of a sewer en Sunset Street. The owner was wi II Ing to grant the 
easement provided a chain link fence was erected 28 1 x 31 on the 
portion of his property overlooking the watercourse. The estimated 
cost of the fence was $250.00. 
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The Lands Department recommended acceptance.

The Manager recommended that a chain link fence 28' x 3' be erected 
in exchange for the granting of the easement over the subject property 
and that authority be granted to accept and execute the easement.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted,"

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(25) Re: Engineer's Special Estimates

The Engineer submitted Special Estimates of Work in the total amount 
of $5,000.00 and the Manager recommended that the Estimate be approved 
as submitted.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted.-"

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

HIS WORSHIP, THE MAYOR, RETURNED TO THE DIAS AND ALDERMAN MERC IER 
RESUMED HIS SEAT AS ALDERMAN.

(26() Re: Personnel Department Monthly Report

The Personnel Department submitted a report covering activities of 
the Department as of August I, 1971.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY LADNER:
"That the report be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(27) Re: Sanitary Sewer Extension
Subdivision Reference No. 88/71 
Tara I awn Court
(Item 28, Manager's Report No. 45, Council Meeting 
July 12, 1971)_________ ____________________________

The Manager referred to the subject item of his Report No. 45 
concerning provision of a sanitary sewer to this ten-lot subdivision 
and it was originally thought that sewer had to be laid through 
unsubdivided land.

The Manager advised that information had now been received from 
McElhanney Surveying and Engineering Limited, consultants for the 
owner, that the sanitary sewer from the proposed development can 
be directed to the South to connect to an existing sanitary sewer 
at Tara I awn Court and the Engineer therefore wishes to withdraw his 
request for approval for the extension of sanitary sewer from the 
North.

The Manager recommended that no action be taken on Item #28 of the 
Manager's Report No. 45, 1971.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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The Lands Department recommended acceptance. 

The Manager recommended that a chain link fence 28 1 x 31 be erected 
In exchange for the granting of the easement over the subject property 
and that authority be granted to accept and execute the easement. 

MOVED BY. ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(25) Re: Engineer's Special Estimates 

The Engineer submitted Special Estimates of Work In the total amount 
of $5,000.00 and the Manager recommended that the Estimate be approved 
as submitted. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted .J• 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

HIS WORSHIP, THE MAYOR, RETURNED TO THE DIAS AND ALDERMAN MERCIER 
RESUMED HIS SEAT AS ALDERMAN. 
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1
) Re: Personne I Department Month I y Report 

The Personnel Department submitted a report covering activities of 
the Department as of August I, 1971. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY LADNER: 
"That the report be received." 

(27) Re: Sanitary Sewer Extension 
Subdivision Reference No. 88/71 
Tara I awn Court 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(Item 28, Manager's Report No. 45, Counci I Meeting 
J u I y 12, 197 I ) 

The Manager referred to the S•JJject item of his Report No. 45 
concerning provision of a s011,tary sewer to this ten-lot subdivision 
and It was origl_nal ly thought that sewer had to be laid through 
unsubdivided land. 

The Manager advised that Information had now been recetved from 
McElhanney Surveying and Engineering Limited, consultants for the 
owner, that the sanitary sewer from the proposed development can 
be directed to the South to connect to an existing sanitary sewer 
at Taralawn Court and the Engineer therefore wishes to withdraw his 
request for approval for the extension of sanitary sewer from the 
North. 

The Manager reconvnended that no action be ·taken on Item #28 of the 
Manager's Report No. 45, 1971. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCI ER: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted. 11 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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(28) Re: Sale of Dwelling only at 6007 Nelson Avenue

The Manager submitted a list of bids received for the purchase of 
the dwelling at this property and advised that ail bids had been 
opened in the presence of staff members and were accompanied by a 
certified cheque for the correct amount.

The Land Department recommended that Bid No. 4, submitted by 
Mr. D. A. Copan, 4667 Highlawn Drive, Burnaby 2, B. C. in the 
amount of $1,700.00 be accepted.

The Manager recommended that the tender of Mr. D. A. Copan in the 
amount of $1,700.00 be accepted.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(29) Re: Sewerage & Drainage Easement
Subdivision Reference HI22/70

On June 21, 1971 Council authorized acceptance of easements for the 
above subdivision according to an attached plan. The developer has 
since requested permission to install the sewer on Lot 98 farther 
North in order to preserve a line of trees thus necessitating that 
the 5' easement, already approved, be increased to 10'. The following 
information applies:

A. Legal Description:

Lot 98, D.L. 43, Plan 39458

B. Details of Ownership:

Phillip John Alexander - photo engraver of 
3497 Lozells Avenue,
Burnaby 2, B. C.

C. Description of Easement:

The existing 5' easement is increased to 10' and is 
located on the South side of Lot 98 as indicated on an 
attached plan.

D. The easement is required for sewerage and drainage works 
and is to be provided at no cost to the Corporation.

E. The property is located at:

3497 Lozells Avenue,
Burnaby 2, B. C.

The Planning Department recommended that the easement be granted.

The Manager recommended that Council authorize the increase in the 
easement and the acceptance and execution of the necessary documents.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted.'■

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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(28) Re: Sale of Dwelling only at 6007 Nelson Avenue 

The Manager submitted a list of ,1ids received for the purchase of 
the dwelling at this property and advised that all bids had been 
opened in the presence of staff members and were accompanied by a 
certified cheque for the correct amount. 

The Land Department recommended that Bid No. 4, submitted by 
Mr. D. A. Copan, 4667 Highlawn Drive, Burnaby 2, 8. C. in the 
amount of $1,700.00 be accepted. 

The Manager recommended that the tender of Mr. D. A. Copan in the 
amount of $1,700.00 be accepted. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the recorrrnendation of the Manager be adopted." 

(29) Re: Sewerage & Drainage Easement 
Subdivision Reference #22/70 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

On June 21, 1971 Council authorized acceptance of easements for the 
above subdivision according to an attached plan. The developer has 
since requested permission to Install the sewer on Lot 98 farther 
North In order to preserve a line of trees thus necessitating that 
the 51 easement, already approved, be increased to 10 1

• The following 
information applies: 

A. Legal Description: 

Lot 98, D.L. 43, Plan 39458 

B. Details of Ownership: 

Phillip John Alexander - photo engraver of 
3497 Lozel Is Avenue, 
Burnaby 2, B. C. 

C. Description of Easement: 

The existing 51 easer-,"'nt is increased to 10 1 and is 
located on the Sout1, side of Lot 98 as indicated on an 
attached plan. 

D. The easement is required for sewerage and drainage works 
and~ is to be provided at no cost to the Corporation. 

E. The property is located at: 

3497 Lozells Avenue, 
Burnaby 2, B. C. 

The Planning Department recommended that the easement be granted. 

The Manager recommended that Counci I authorize the increase In the 
easement and the acceptance and execution of the necessary documents. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCI ER: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted. i; 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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(30) Re: Power of Attorney - Nelson & Harvey Ltd.
_____Custom Brokers______

The Manager reported that the above Firm of Custom Brokers, which 
had acted as Custom Brokers for the municipality for some time, had 
changed their name to Border Brokers Limited and required a new 
"Power of Attorney" form to be completed by the municipality.

The service rendered is most useful when importing materials and 
books from the United States and the cost of this service is very 
reasonable. The Company has an office in Burnaby and the Purchasing 
Agent recommended that the Power of Attorney be authorized.

The Manager recommended that the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to 
execute the document in question.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(31) Re: Application to Rezone Lot I Mi and Si, Block 32, D.L. 34
from R5 Residential to CD Comprehensive Development to 
permit the construction of a High-Rise Senior Citizens 

_____Apartment Building________________________________ _ _ _ _ _

The Manager submitted a report of the Planner on previous considerations 
of the above rezoning application of properties which are part of a 
block of land owned by the Four Square AI!lance Church situated on 
Kingsway between Inman and Patterson Avenues. The Planner provided 
some background Information on the Church to build a high-rise 
senior Citizens apartment building and dwelt on the roads and services 
which wou'd be necessary to service the property.

The Planner recommended that the applicant make the required 
dedication for an extension of Lindsay Avenue on his site, and 
contribute to the cost of road construction. The Planner also 
recommended that the applicant be responsible for the cost of 
constructing a storm sewer to serve the site estimated to be 
$6,850.00.

A further recommendation by the Planning Department was that the 
applicant grant a 10-foot wi *asement which would be required for 
future sewer services along r.. South property line of the site.

The Planner gave derails of a development plan submitted by the 
applicant's architect and stated that the shape and siting of the 
building were acceptable in that they reflect a satisfactory relationship 
with future uses, buildings and spaces, as envisaged by the comprehensive 
development plan for the total of the applicant's land in this area. 
Vehicular access to the site would be obtained from Inman Avenue and, 
in future, from Lindsay Avenue when this road will be developed.

The Planning Department recommended that the application be forwarded 
to a Public Hearing and the Final Readings of the amending Zoning 
By-Law be subject to the following prerequisites:

(1) Consolidation of the two properties into one site.

(2) The dedication of a portion of the Lindsay Avenue cul-de-sac.

(3) The granting of a 10-foot wide sewer easement along the South 
property line.
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(30) Re: Power of Attorney - Nelson d. Harvey Ltd. 
Custom• Brokers 

The Manager reported that the above Firm of Custom Brokers, which 
had acted as Custom Brokers for· tile municlpallty for some time, had 
changed their name to Bo,der Bi-okers Limited and required a new 
"Power of Attorney" form to be completed by the municipality. 

The service rendered Is mos+ useful when importing materials and 
books from the United States and the cost of this service Is very 
reasonable. The Company has cin office In Burnaby and the Purchasing 
Agent recommended that the Power of Attorney be authorized. 

The Manager recommended that the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to 
execute the document In question. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That thg rocommendat I on of the Manaoer be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(31) Re: Application to Rezone Lot I N½ and S½, Block 32, D.L. 34 
from RS Residential to CO Comprehensive Development to 
permit the construction of a High-Rise Senior Citizens 
Apartment Building 

The Manager submitted a r~port of the Planner on previous considerations 
of the above rezoning application of properties which are part of a 
block of land owned by the Four Square Al! lance Church situated on 
Kingsway between lriman and Patterson Avenues, The Planner provided 
some background Information on the Church to build a high-rise 
senior Citizens apartment bul lding and dwelt on the roads and services 
wh I ch wou I d be necessary t0 serv ! ce the p ropert)1 • 

The Planner recommended that the applicant make the required 
dedication for an exten3io, of Lindsay Avenue on his site, and 
contribLlte to the cost of road construction. The Planner also 
recommended that th~ appl!cant be responsible for the cost of 
constructing a storm s1::l\o''3r to sorve the site estimated to be 
$6,850.00, 

A further recommendation by t"9 Planning Department was that the 
app I i cant grant a I 0-foot w i · ·, ·asement wh I ch wou Id be requ I red for 
future sewer ser,, ices a I ong ; . . South property 11 ne of the s I te. 

The Planner gave de+al Is of a development plan submitted by the 
applicant's arch!tect and stated that the shape and siting of the 
but lding were accepteble In that they reflect a satisfactory relationship 
with future uses, buildings and spaces, as envisaged by the comprehensive 
development plan for the total of the applicant's land In this area. 
Vehicular access to the site would be obtained from Inman Avenue and, 
In future, fro~ ~indsay Avenue when this road will be developed. 

The Planning Department recommended that the application be forwarded 
to a Public Hearing and the final Readings of the amending Zoning 
By-Law be subject to the following prerequisites: 

(I) Consolidation of the two properties Into one site. 

( 2) The ded i cat I on of a ·portion of the LI ndsay Avenue cu 1-de,-sac • 

(3) The granting of a 10-f<;:>ot wide sewer easeinent.alor:ig the South 
property 11 ne. 
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(4) The deposit of monies to cover the cost of providing 
storm drainage facilities to the site.

(5) The submission of a letter whereby the applicant undertakes 
to remove a portion of a proposed driveway located in the 
Lindsay cul-de-sac dedication and the installation of 
proper crossings, at his expense, once Lindsay Avenue will 
be constructed.

(6) The submission of a suitable plan of development.

(7) The deposit of monies to cover the applicant's share of the 
construction of the Lindsay Avenue cul-de-sac.

The Manager recommended that the Planner's recommendations be accepted.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(32) Re: Rezoning Reference #31/71
Lot 4, Block 24, D.L. 99, Plan 2012 
Cl over lawn Investments Ltd.________

The Manager referred to the appearance of Mr. Leslie E. Harowitz 
before the Council on July 26th as Solicitor for CloverI awn Investments 
to argue that his client had not been properly informed of the rezoning 
proposal covering the above described property which was being 
considered by the Council.

The Council directed that a report be submitted outlining the 
sequence of events in this matter and the Manager attached a 
chronology based upon the administration's knowledge of events.
No argument was presented by the Solicitor as to why the zoning 
change should not take place, an indication was given only that his 
client had ascertained that the zoning permitted a proposed use. 
Presumably, the Planning Department provided this Information which 
was quite correct at that time. The question of rezoning occurred 
after the agreement for sale had been consummated.

The Planning Department still recommended that the rezoning proceed 
unless there is cogent argument based on land use considerations 
raised against this rezoning at the August 9th Council meeting.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the rezoning of Lot 4, Block 24, D.L. 99, Plan 2012 proceed 
to rezoning to Residential District Four (R4)."

CARRIED

AGAINST -- ALDERMEN
DRUMMOND & CLARK

Mr. McGowen appeared on behalf of the Mac's Milk Company, which 
Company wished to develop the property.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That Mr. McGowen be heard."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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(4) The deposit of monies to cover the cost of providing 
·storm drainage facilities to the site. 

(5) The submission of a letter whereby the applicant undertakes 
to remove a portion of a proposed driveway located In the 
Lindsay cul-de-sac dedication and the Installation of 
proper crossings, at his expense, once Lindsay Avenue wl 11 
be constructed. 

(6) The subm!sslon of a suitable plan of development. 

(7) The deposit of monies to cover the applicant's share of the 
construction of the Lindsay Avenue cul-de-sac. 

The Manager recommended that the Planner's recommendations be accepted. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR: 
''That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 

(32) Re: Rezoning Reference #31/71 
Lot 4, Block 24, D.L. 99, Plan 2012 
Cloverlawn Investments Ltd. 

CARRIED UNANlr,nJSLY 

The Manager referred to the appearance of Mr. Lest le E. Harowltz 
before the Councl I on July 26th as Sol lcltor for Clover lawn Investments 
to argue that his cl lent had not been properly Informed of the rezoning 
proposal covering the above described property which was being 
cons I de red by the O>unc I I • · · 

The Counc I I d I rected that a report be subml tted ou't 11 n Ing the 
sequence of events In this matter and the Manager attached a 
chronology based upon the administration's knowledge of events. 
No argument was presented by the Sollcltor as to why the zoning 
change should not take place, an Indication was given only that his 
client had ascertained that the zoning permitted a proposed use. 
Presumably, the Planning Department provided this Information wh.ich 
was quite correct at th~t tlm'?. •. The question of rezoning occurred 
after the agreemant :'o, sa:~ had been consummated. 

The Planning Department still recorrmended that the rezoning proceed 
unless there Is cogent argument based on land use considerations 
raised against this rezoning at the August 9th Council meeting. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCI ER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the rezoning of Lot 4, Block 24, D,L. 99, Plan 2012 proceed 
to rezoning to Resldentlal District Four (R4)." 

CARRIED 

AGAINST -- ALDERMEN 
. - DRUMMOND & CLARK 

Mr~ McGowan appeared on behalf of the Mac's MIik Company, which 
Company wished to develop the property. 

MOVED BY ALOERW,N MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That Mr. McGowan be heard," 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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Mr. McGowen reiterated the comments of Mr. Harowitz made earlier 
that Cloverlawn had bought the property on April 16th, 1971 and 
had checked with the Planning Department regarding the rezoning 
and there was no indication of any change in zoning.

At that time, the Company acted in good faith and showed intention 
to proceed with the development of the property. The Company was 
not seeking any special treatment. It was pointed out the property 
had been zoned commercially since 1948 and the hurry apparent in the 
current rezoning at this timo was questioned. It was conceded that 
the rezoning was initialed by a petition from the area.

On the question of values of the property, Mr. McGowen said their 
Firm had had ar, independent appraisal made which indicated that 
the following values would apply to the property:

Cl) As Cl Commercial - $28,500.00.

(2) As R4 Residential District Four - $14,900.00.

(3) As R5 Residential District Five - $16,000.00 (the lot 
is not large enough for this zoning classification).

It was submitted by Mr. McGowen that an attractive brick building 
would be constructed on the property. The Mac's Mi Ik organization 
has 370 stores from the Province of Ontario and in other Provinces 
Westward to British Columbia. It was felt the subject property was 
In a good neighbourhood as their clientele would be drawn from up 
to six blocks from the proposed store. There have been some people 
opposed to the development of the property commercially as far back 
as I960 and the question of the sudden change at this time was noted 
and if there was to be a change ’what prevented such change being made 
earlier

ALDERMAN DA ILLY WITHDREW FROM Hi S COUNCIL SEAT.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That the . property urder Reference RZ #31/71 be referred
to the Municipal Manager To investigate and report on the possibility 
of entering into a suitable land exchange which would be mutually 
agreeable to the Corporation and to Cloverlawn Investments Limited.

CARRIED

AGAINST —  ALDERMAN DAILLY

(33) Re: Burnabv Lake Regional Park

The Manager reported on a direction from the Council, on June 28, 
1971  ̂ that the Parks and Recreation Commission be asked to indicate 
the advisability of land North of the Great Northern RaiIway Tracks 
North of Burn.-by Lake being acquired to connect with the Regional 
Park planned in the area. The Commission was asked to give reasons 
and at the same timo the Vancouver-Fraser Park District was asked 
to indicate its feeling on the question that whether or not it 
would be prepared to assume the cost of acquisition. The P^ k s  
and Recreation Commission had discussed the matter on August 4th. 
No word was heard from the Park District.

The report from the Parks Commission was at the staff level and 
was as a result of a discussion between t-.a Vancouver-Fraser Park 
District and the Parks and Recreation Commission. It was the 
feeling of the two st.ff groups that a park link through the 
industrially zoned area from the industrial area North of Winston 
to Burnaby Lake Regional Park had merit. The report centered on
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Mr. McGowen reiterated the comments of Mr. Harowitz made earlier 
that Cloverlawn had bought the property on Apri I 16th, 1971 and 
had checked with the Planning Department regarding the rezoning 
and there was no indication of ?riy change in zoning. 

At that time, the Company acted in good faith and showed Intention 
to proceed with the development of the property. The Company was 
not seeking any special 7reatment. !twas pointed out the property 

had been zoned commercially since 1948 ~nd the hurry apparent In the 
current rezoning at this t 1 mo was quest I oned. It was conceded .that 
the rezoning was initia·ied by a petition from the area. 

On the question of values of the p1·operty, Mr. McGowan said their 
Firm had had an independent c:.rpn:iisal made which Indicated that 
the following valuEs would apply to the property: 

Cl) As Cl Comm9rcia: - $28,500.00. 

(2) As R4 Residential District Four - $14,900.00. 

(3) As R5 Residential District Five - $16,000.00 (the lot 
is not large enough ·for this zoning classification). 

It was submitted by Mr. r,llc;Gowen that an attractive brick building 

would be constructed on the property. The Mac's Milk.organization 

has 370 stores from the Province of Ontario and in other Provinces 
Westward to British Columbia. It was felt the subject property was 

In a good neighbourhood as thP.lr clientele would be drawn from up 
to six blocks from the proposed store. There have been some people 

opposed to the development of the property commerci a I ly as far back 
as 1960 and the question of the sudden change at this time was noted 

and if there was to be a change \•:hat preverited such change being made 

earlier 

ALDERMAN DAI LLY WITHmEW FROM H!S COUNCIL SEAT. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR: 
"That the . prope1·-J-y ur,~er Raference RZ #31 /71 be referred 

to the Municipal f.1a:1ager io ln'.'estigate c:nd raport on the posslbl llty 
of entering into a suitab!e 'and excha,,ge which would be mutually 

agreeable to the Corporation and to Cloverlawn Investments Limited." 

CARRIED 

AGAINST -- ALDERMAN DA I LLY 

(33) Re: Burnaby Lake Regionr-1 Park 

The Manager reported on a direction from the Counci I, on June 28, 
1971, that the Parks and Recre:.,tlon Commission be asked to indicate 

the advlsabl lity of land North of the Great Northern Rai !way Tracks 

North of Burn, by Lake being acquired to connect with the Regional 

Park planned in the area. The Commission was asked to give reasons 
and at the same time the Vancouver-Fraser Park District was asked 
to indicate I ts fee I Ing on the! question that whether or not it 
would be prepared to assume the cost of acquisition. The Parks 
and Recreation Com1T:is:ion had discussed the matter on August 4th. 
No word was heard f. ·'.Jn; the Park Di strict. 

The report from the Parks Commission was at the staff level and 
was as a result of a discussion between t·,·4 Vancouver-Fraser Park 

District and the Parks and Recr<iation Comrr,ission. It was the 
fee I i ng of the two st .. , ff 91-oups thd a park I Ink through the 
Industrially zc~ed area from the industrial area North of Winston 
to Burnaby Lake Region~! Park had merit. The report cent~red on 
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the only vehicular access to the Burnaby Lake Regional Park by 
Piper Avenue and concentrated on the development of this park link 
in this vicinity, pointing out that, Warner Loat Park already existed 
along Piper Avenue and that expansion would Include the natural 
features of Eagle Creek, parking could be provided and services were 
available. Furthermore, a grade separation could be installed to 
ensure safety of the park users from the raiIway traffic.

The Committee moved and seconded that:

(a) acquisition of approximately 15.5 acres for Regional Park 
purposes, and the further addition of the 5.5 acres of 
Warner Loat Park is considered to be desirable, and

(b) notwithstanding the desirability, the land acquisition 
funds have prior demands for a number of years and that 
unless substitute funds are forthcoming it Is not within 
the Parks and Recreation Commission's financial ability 
to acquire this property.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the report of the Parks Commission be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(34) Re: Sewerage and Drainage Easement
_____Subdivision Reference #65/11

The Manager recommended that an easement be acquired over Lots 442 
and 443 , D.L. 126 from A. & G. Construction Co. Ltd. being a 15-foot 
wide easement on the West end of Lots 442 and 443 required for 
sewerage and drainage purposes at no cost to the Corporation.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(35) Re: Lease of 7072 Cariboo Road - Allsup
Lot 10 (Exc. Exp. Plan 9817), Block I, D.L. 14, Plan 3047 
(Item 4, Manager's Report No. 4, 1971 (In Camera)

_____Council Meeting January 18, 1971)_______________________

The Manager recaped previous considerations of a lease to be entered 
into with Mr. C. R. Allsup and he was allowed to use the dwelling on 
the property^for 3 months, rent free, and then $50.00 per month : 
thereafter.

Mr. Allsup subsequently sub-let and notice of termination was sent 
to him and Mr. Allsup appeared before the Council on January 18th 
of this year.

After considering the representations and points made at the meeting, 
the Counci I resolved to:

(1) lease the land to Mr. Allsup for the use of himself, 
his mother or his sister at a rental of $50.00 per 
month on a month-to-month basis subject to a formal 
agreement being entered into;

(2) review the rent charged in six months time;

(3) inform Mr. Allsup that the use of the barn on the 
property is in violation of municipal regulations.
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the only vehicular access to the Burnaby Lake Regional Park by 
Piper Avenue and concentrated on the development of this park link 
In this vicinity, pointing out that, Warner Loat Park already existed 
along Piper Avenue and that expansion would include the natural 
features of Eagle Creek, parking could be provided and services were 
available. Furthermore, a grade separation could be Installed to 
ensure safety of the park users from the railway traffic. 

The Committee moved and seconded that: 

(a} acquisition of approximately 15.5 acres for Regional Park 
purposes, and the further addition of the 5.5 acres of 
Warner Loat Park Is considered to be desirable, and 

(b} notwithstanding the deslrabl lity, the land acquisition 
funds have prior demands for a number of years and that 
unless substitute funds are forthcoming It Is not within 
the Parks and Recreation Commission's financial ability 
to acquire this property. 

f.OVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the report of the Parks Commission be received." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(34) Re: Sewerage and Drainage Easement 
Subdivision Reference #65/71 

The Manager recommended that an easement be acquired over Lots 442 
and 443, D.L. 126 from A. & G. Construction Co. Ltd. being a 15-foot 
wide easement on the West end of Lots 442 and 443 required for 
sewerage and drainage purposes at no co~t to the Corporation. 

f.OVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOJSLY 

(35) Re: Lease of 7072 Carlboo Road - Allsup 
Lot 10 (Exe. Exp. Plan 9817), Block I, D.L. 14, Plqn 3.047 
(Item 4, Manager's Report No. 4, 1971 (In Camera) 
Councl I Meeting January 18, 1971) 

The Manager recaped previous considerations of a lease to be entered 
Into with Mr. C.R. Allsup and he was allowed to use the dwelling on 
the property-for 3 months, rent free, and then $50.00 per month 
thereafter. ··· 

Mr. Allsup subsequently sub-let and notice of termination was sent 
to him and Mr. Allsup appeared before the Councl I on January 18th 
of this year. 

After considering the representations and points made at the meeting, 
the Councl I resolved to: • · 

(I) lease the land to Mr. Allsup for the use of himself, 
his mother or his sister at a rental of $50.00 per 
month on a month-to-month basis subject to a formal 
agreement being entered into; ' 

(2) review the rent charged in six months time; 

(3) Inform Mr. Allsup that the use of the barn on the 
property Is In violation of municipal regulations. 
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It was subsequently discovered that the lease would have to include 
taxation In accordance with Section 336 of the Municipal Act and the 
occupant would be faced with the rental of $50.00 per month plus 
one-twelfth of the annual taxes during occupancy consequently the 
arrangement was continued under rental basis without a formal lease 
document.

The Land Department has now reviewed the rent being charged on these 
premises and is of the opinion that in comparison with reasonable 
rents charged on other municipal houses the subject premises should 
be rented at a rate of $70.00 per month.

The Manager recommended that the premises be rented without the 
benefit of a formal lease on a month-to-month basis to Mr. Allsup 
for $70.00 per month effective January I, 1972 (three months 
formal notice is required in accordance with the Landlord and 
Tenant Act).

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(36) Re: Burnaby Expropriation By-Law No. I, 1971
Lot 27, Block 24, D.L.’s 151/3, Plan 2001 (Bonsor Park) 
Hutton Property

(Item 22. Manager's Report No. 45, Council Mtq. July 12, 1971)

The Manager reported that the Parks and Recreation Commission had 
received advice from the Clerk’s Department that the Hutton property 
was to be deleted from, the Expropriation By-Law noted in caption 
and the Commission had expressed concern that there was not a full 
understanding of the signifigance of the requirement of this piece 
of property for the initial development of Bonsor Park.

The Commission attached a plan showing the effect of the Hutton 
property on the Northeast corner of the park. This indicated +nat 
the house would not have to be moved to develop the site without the 
acquisition of the property. The number of playing fields running 
North and South would be reduced to one and the overall size of 
the playing field running East and West would be reduced.

In the opinion'of the Commission, it was imperative that the 
property be acquired and the original recommendation to Council 
that the Commission be prepared to grant life tenancy to the 
Huttons at a rent mutuaIly agreed upon despite the fact that the 
municipality had expropriated their property was confirmed.

The Manager reported that since the other Expropriation By-Law had 
been completed a separate/v&uId be required.

It was suggested In discussion that Mr. and Mrs. Hutton be asked to 
provide sufficient legal rights to the Corporation to use a portion 
of their land by way of easement or some other legal document, which 
would allow for the full development of the playing fields in 
accordance with the plans of the Parks and Recreation Commission.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DA ILLY:
"That this Corporation continue to negotiable with Mr. and Mrs.
Hutton on the acquisition of their property."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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was to be deleted frOfTl the Expropriation By-Law noted in caption 
and the Commission had expressed concern that there was not a full 
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property on the Northeast corner of the park. This indicated that 

the house would not have to be moved to develop the site without the 
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that the Commission be prepared to grant life tenancy to the 
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been comp I eted a sepa n\te1Vl6u Id be requ i red. 

It was suggested ln discussion that Mr. and Mrs. Hutton be asked to 
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CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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(37) Re: Sidewalk Crossing
_____6832 Balmoral Street

The Manager referred to a letter on the Agenda for this Counci I 
meeting from Mr. T. W. Mills regarding a sidewalk crossing which the 
Engineer will not approve as It contravenes the Zoning By-Law.

The Manager reputed the statement of Mr. Mills that formal approval 
had been given for the parking arrangement and It was pointed out 
that the approval given for a parking area had been fenced and made 
Into a play area for children living In the apartment.

Upon construction of curbs, all off-street parking areas are checked 
to conform with the Zoning By-Law and in this case the vehicles now 
parked In the right angje arrangement encroach into the street 
allowance and because of the limited area all vehicles would be 
required to back into the street to do their maneuvering.

There are three apartment buildings in the complex under the name of 
Balmoral Apartments, two of them owned by Mr. Mi I Is. No word had 
been received from the third apartment owner about the required 
change in parking arrangements.

The Engineer is opposed from a traffic operation standpoint, to 
the retention of this parking lot, for the following reasons:

(1) The vehicles are parked in violation of the Burnaby 
Zoning By-Law and are also in violation of Section 180(a) 
of the Provincial Motor Vehicle Act which prohibits 
parking on the boulevard.

(2) Any drop in the curb would have to be we 11 in excess of 
the standard width to accommodate the present usage.

(3) Other apartments in the Block have landscaped their front 
yard areas with the result that this permitted use could 
detract from the area in general.

(4) The maneuvering into the street is undesirable and could 
present an accident potential to vehicles and pedestrians 
a I i ke.

(5) Permission to continue using this area for parking could 
set a precedent that would weaken the municipality's efforts 
to clean up undesirable and unsightly front yard parking 
arrangements now rampant throughout many areas of Burnaby.

The Manager recommended that the By-Law not be amended; and that 
the Engineer be requested to work with Mr. Mills to arrive at 
possible alternative methods for resolving his parking problem 
within the confines of the present By-Laws.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adoptedi"

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(38) Wayburne Drive/Westminster Avenue
Landscape Screening *■ Dominion Con.struction
(Item 18. Manager's Report 39, Council Meeting May 31. 1971

The Manager recaped the previous reports regarding proposals for 
landscaped treed screening in the vicinity of Westminster Avenue
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a I Ike. 

(5) Permission to continue using this area for parking could 
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The Manager recommended that the By-Law not be amended; and that 
the Engineer be requested to work with Mr. Mills to arrive at 
possible alternative methods for resolving his parking problem 
within the confines of the present By-Laws. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY Al-DERMAN MERCIER: 
"That the reconrnendatl on ot the Manager b~ ·adopted. II ' 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(38) Wayburne Drive/Westminster Avenue 
Landscape Screening - Dominion Con?truction 
(Item 18. Manager's Report 39, Counci I Meeting May 31. 1971 

The Manager. recaped ttte previous reports regarding proposals for 
landscaped treed screening in the vicinity of W~tminster Avenue 
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and the Gizeh Shrine Temple site. Originally, the cost of landscaping 
was estimated at $4,000.00 and the developer of an industrial complex 
in this area, Dominion Construction Limited, had agreed to share on 
a 50-50 basis.

Subsequently, the landscaping of the entire Gizeh Shrine Temple site 
was a requirement of the Preliminary Plan Approval, however, the major 
tree screening involved in the aforementioned landscaping was to be 
a separate matter and to date no screen has been provided.

Plans submitted by Dominion Construction in May of this year were not 
considered feasible because of the cost range being from $7,025.00 
to $11,761.00 and the Company had advised it was not prepared to 
increase its contribution above the $2,000.00 limit.

The Planning Department had now been able to produce a plan which 
should be able to ber executed for under $5,000.00 initial costs 
which meet the basic criteria for +he screening requirement. Roughly 
$3,000.00 of this amount would be borne by the Corporation.

Maintenance of that portion of the landscaped strip within the 
Westminster road allowance would become the responsibility of the 
municipality and although we do not have a firm estimate of annual 
maintenance costs it is estimated to be in the vicinity of $1,000.00 
to $1,500.00. The work would be done by the Parks and Recreation 
Department.

The Manager recommended:

(a) that the work be authorized for the'1971 fall planting 
season;

(b) that the Parks Department be asked to do the work;

(c) that the work be financed from the Special Road Project 
Account in the C.I.P. ;

(d) that the Parks Department be also asked to perform the 
maintenance work required with the thought that the extra 
cost for this work be reflected as an additional cost
1n the Department Budget at Recast.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNAIM0USLY

(39) Electronic Data Processing

The Manager attached a copy of a report dated Aujj“s+.4 * 
the Municipal Treasurer relative to the above;subject IIn which 
outlined the results of an extensive examination made into tne 
“ s T c ? 1  l e d 0-.sc Electronic D»te S,et» .ndlcatlng the 8-year
cost savings which would accrue to the municipality and indicated 
the differences between existing equipment and the new equipment.

The Treasurer noted the savings which would occur mainly in the 
Planning, Assessment and Engineering Divisions.

The Treasurer noted different types of l-B.M. equipment and gave the 
savings over the 8-.year period together wi+h+the maintenance costs 
for the different type of equipment related to the number of staff 
iMcJwou.d be required to equal the output of the new type equipment.
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C39) Electronic Data Processing 
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Reference was made to the Committee on the feasibility of a Regional 
Municipal Cata Centre which was being investigated for introduction 
in about five years time and noted the municipalities who were 
interested ip such a Centre as a result of an invitation having 
gone forward' * the Municipal Clerk's Office.

The Treasurer recommended:

(1) That Council authorize the acquisition of an I.B.M.
Central Processor, Model 2020, SubModel 5, and a Model 
2415 Tape Drive, and a Telex Model 5311 Disc Drive, with 
the provision that if the Telex equipment does not 
prove satisfactory, within three months, the I.B.M. 
unit be substituted.,

(2) In view of examinations being conducted of a new 
disc drive appearing on the market, which is put out 
by Ampex Limited, the examination to also include 
Telex Equipment, and in the event their findings favour 
Ampex, authority be given the Municipal Treasurer to 
substitute Ampex for Telex, provided the cost structure 
is the same or better.

(3) In view of the possible advent of a Regional Municipal 
Data Processing Centre, in which cbse the Burnaby equipment 
would likely go into disuse and be sold, it was recommended 
that the equipment be acquired through the bank.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the recommendations of the Treasurer be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(40) New Automobile Temporary Storage Yards Recently Developed 
in Big Bend Area
(Item No. 20, Municipal Manager's Report $47)___________

The Manager reported on the requirement laid down by the Council 
at the July 26th Counci I Meeting that a $5,000.00 performance 
bond be obtained from each of Melchin's Auto Transport Limited and 
Nissan Automobile Company in connection with their temporary 
two month permit to be granted for the storage of Japanese motor 
vehicles on land in the Big Bend Area in view of a shipping 
strike in San Francisco and the fact that shipping firms were 
unloading their automobiles In Vancouver for retransit to the 
United States following conclusion of the strike.

The Manager reported that both Companies had agreed to place the 
$5,000.00 performance bond and to submit a written undertaking 
that the automobiles would be removed within the two month period 
and that no more automobiles would be delivered to the sites.

The Manager recommended that the temporary permits be issued 
subject to the Companies each supplying a $5,000.00 performance 
bond.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DA ILLY:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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(40) New Automobile Temporary Storage Yards Recently Developed 
In Big Bend Area 

. (Item No. 20, Municipal Manager's Report #47) 

The Manager reported on the requirement laid down by the Counci I 
at the July 26th Counci I Meeting that a $5,000~00 performance 
bond be obtained from each of Melchin's Auto Transport Limited and 
Nissan Automobile Company in connection with their temporary 
two month permit to be granted for the storage of Japanese motor 
veh I c I es on I and in the Bi g Bend Area In view of a sh i pp I ng 
strike in San Franclseo and the fact that shipping firms were 
unloading their automobiles In Vancouver for retransit to the 
United States following conclusion of the strike. 

The Manager reported that both Companies had agreed to p I ace t_he 
$5,000.00 performance bond and to submit a written undertaking 
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERv!AN DAILLY: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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(41) Equestrian Complex - Avalon Avenue (Item #8, Manager’s Report 
No. 47, 1971)

The Manager referred to a query made in Council on July 26th, 1971 
about the possible future extension of the above complex by the 
Parks and Recreation Commission and the indicated desire of the 
Municipal Council that such a complex be not enlarged.

The Man ager submitted the comments of the Commission as follows:

(1) All Commission pIans, deIiberations, and decisions 
were made on the basis of the intention of leasing 
approximately five acres to the Burnaby Horsemen's 
Associ ati on.

(2) This area includes road allowances which the Parks
and Recreation Commission does not yet have jurisdiction 
over.

(3) The Horsemen's Association were anxious to start on 
clearing and building the first barn and the original 
lease covered a smaller area than the
4.93 acres pending the acquisition of jurisdiction over 
the road allowance by the Parks and Recreation Commission. 
Hence the request by the Commission to the Counci I to 
cancel these road allowances.

(4) It has always been the Commission's intention to 
lease only approximately 5 acres to the Association 
and there is no intention of leasing any further 
portion of the equestrian site to the Burnaby Horsemen's 
Assocation. The plan is that the balance of the twenty 
acre equestrian site will be kept under the jurisdiction 
of the Parks and Recreation Commission and would be
kept open for general public equestrian use.

The Manager recommended that the recommendations made in his report 
(Item 8, Manager's Report No. 47,) be adopted.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DRUMMOND: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(42) Big Bend Area Study (Item #24, Manager's Report No. 47 - 
Council Meeting - July 26, 1971)_________________________ __

The Manager submitted a report dated August 6, 1971 in connection 
with the above Study.

At the meeting of July 26th, Items #5, 6 and 7 of the Planner's 
Report were referred back to the Manager for further study.
Action on each of these items is recommended by the Planner in the 
following report and the Manager concurred in each case and 
recommended accordingly-

The report of the Planner recapped the progress made in the land 
use studies including the relocated Marine Drive and the general 
size and configuration of the related land use proposals.

Further to this, should Council endorse in principle the concepts 
outlined, the Department would also be in a position to make 
specific recommendations concerning the applications for Preliminary 
Plan Approval or business licences for the firms known as:
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(P.P.A. #1488)(1) Ben's Truck Parts of Canada Ltd.

(2) Pioneer Auto Salvage (Business Licence Application)

(3) Dayton Storage and Towing (P.P.A. #1504)

In relation to the considerations of this report, Mr. Armstrong, 
Administrative Planner, made a slide presentation following the 
results of several meetings held with interested parties in the 
area, showing new proposals for the area.

Included in these new proposals was a new alignment for Marine 
Drive.

The Planner's Report referred to this realignment under the heading:

(a) Relocated Marine Drive

The report submitted that the through portion of this 
route had been shifted North of the B. C. Hydro Railway 
generally bringing the original relocated Marine Drive 

alignment to the vicinity of Byrne Road, at which point 
there was a South-Easterly shift approximately along 
the Prairie Street right-of-way towards the B. C. Hydro 
Railway. In that vicinity, the route follows alongside 
the Railway alignment, ultimately making a connection 
with the Queensboro interchange in the Thorn or Trapp 

Avenue vicinity. This route is anticipated to be of 
the same standard as the existing Marine Drive in Vancouver, 
with provision made for an ultimate six lane facility.

Complementing the through facility is a proposed loop 
connection of two lanes (with provision for at least 
two additional lanes) that would at present, make at-grade 
crossings of the B. C. Hydro RaiIway.

)b) Byrne Road Industrial Strip

Recognizing the fact that practical considerations 
make the agricultural potential in the immediate area 
questionable and recognizing that the area is already 
in part, industrially developed, the Planning Department 
is now prepared to recommend the continued industrial 
use of this area. However, consistent with the general 
goals for the region a recommendation to up-grade the 
types and conditions of industrial use is also submitted.
In this regard, a rezoning of the Byrne Road Industrial 
Area from M3 to M2, in addition to imposing more stringent 
screening and landscaping requirements, is recommended.

The boundaries of the area in question would be put 
forward at the next meeting of the Council.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY:
"That approval in principle be given to the proposed relocation 
of Marine Drive as set out in the Planner's Report as well as 
the introduction of the Byrne Road industrial strip also as more 
particularly detailed in the Planner's Report."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The Planner then submitted recommendations with respect to Preliminary 
Plan Approvals and business licence applications as more particularly 
described earlier in the report and related above:
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(I) Ben's Truck Parts of Canada Ltd. (P.P.A. #1488) 

(2) Pioneer Auto Salvage (Business Licence Application) 

(3) Dayton Storage and Towing (P.P.A. #1504) 

In relation to the considerations of this report, Mr. Armstrong, 
Administrative Planner, made a slide presentation following the 
results of several meetirgs held with interested parties In the 
area, showing new proposals for the area. 

Included in these new proposals was a new alignment for Marine 
Drive. 

The PI anner' s Report refer·rec to this rea Ii gn~nt under the heading: 

(a) Relocated Marine Drive 

The report submitted that the through portion of this 
route had been shifted North of the B. C. Hydro Railway 
generally bringing the original relocated Marine Drive 

alignment to the vicinity of Byrne Road, at which point 
there was a South-Easterly shift approximately along 
the Prairie Street right-of-way towards the B. C. Hydro 
Railway. In that vicinity, the route follows alongside 
the Railway alignment, ultimately making a connection 
with the Queensboro Interchange in the Thorn or Trapp 

Avenue vicinity. This route Is anticipated to'be of 
the same standard as the existing Marine Drive in Vancouver, 
with provision made for an ultimate six lane faCi I ity. 

Complementing the through facl lity is a proposed loop 
connection of two lanes (with provision for at least 
two additional lanes) that would at present, make at-grade 
crossings of the B. C. Hydro Railway. 

)b) Byrne Road lndustria.l Strip 

Recognizing the fact that practical considerations 
make the agricultural potential ir. the immediate area 
questionable and recognizing that the area is already 
in part, Industrially developed, the Planning Department 
is now prepared to recommend the continued industrial 
use of this area. However, consistent with the general 
goals for the region a recommendation to up-grade the 
types and conditions of industrial use is also submitted. 
In this regar9, a rezoning of the Byrne Road Industrial 
Area from M3 to M2, in addition to imposing more stringent 
screening and landscaping· requirements, is recommended. 

The boundaries of the area in question would be put 
forward at the next meeting of the Council. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
"That approval in principle be given to the proposed relocation 
of Marine Drive as set out In the Planner's Report as well as 
the introduction of the Byrne Road industrial strip also as more 
partlcularly detai leJ in the Planner's Report." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

The Planner then submitted recommendations with respect to Preliminary 
Plan Approvals and business licence applications as more particularly 
described earlier in the report and related above: 
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(I) Ben's Truck Parts of Canada Ltd. - P.P.A. #1488 
Byrne Road and Meadow Avenue (Lot 23 of "B", Block 
"A", D.L. I55A, Plan 21363)

The Planner recommended that the Byr^c Road Industrial 
Area be rezoned from M3 to M2. In this regard, the 
boundaries of the area io be rezoned would be presented 
to Counci I at the next regular meeting. It was further 
recommended that the application for Preliminary Plan 
Approval for Ben's Truck Parts of Canada Ltd. be approved 
under M2 standards.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
''That the recommendation of the Planner with respect to the Preliminary 
Plan Approval for Ben's Truck Parts of Canada Ltd. be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(2) Pioneer Au+o Salvage, 4696 Marine Drive, Business 
Licence Application: P.P.A. required

The Planner recommended that a business licence not 
be granted to this firm but that they be given to 
December 31st, 1971 to relocate the business to a more 
suitable site. It was further recommended that the 
applicant be asked to post a $3,000.00 letter of credit 
to serve as a performance bond to guarantee the relocation 
by the specified date.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN CLARK:
"That the recommendation of the Planner with respect to the business 
licence application >/ Pioneer Auto Salvage be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(3) Dayton Storage and Towing, 5689 Byrne Road, P.P.A.
#1504 •

The Planner advised having discussed: the M2 Industrial 
regulations with Mr. Dayton, however, it is his plan 
to tow or receive cars obtained from bai liff's seizures 
and to store and recondition such cars for monthly public 
auctions to be held at the site. This use is clearly 
outside the bounds of an M2 zoning.

‘rh'- Planner recommended that in the absence of any other 
apparent alternative it was recommended that Council authorize 
the Land Agent to pursue further the matter of land 
exchange with Mr. Dayton.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR:
"That the recommendations of the Planner with respect to the Preliminary 
Plan Approval for Dayton Storage and Towing be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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(I) Ben's Truck Parts of Canada Ltd. - P.P.A. #1488 
Byrne Road and Meadow Avenue (Lot 23 of "B", Block 
"A", D.L. 155A, Plan 21363) 

The Planner recommended that the Byrne Road Industrial 
Area be rezoned fro,,1 M3 to M2. In this regard, the 
boundaries of the area ·,o be rezoned would be presented 
to Counci I at the nexi- regular meeting. It was further 
recor,1mended that the app I I cation for Pre Ii mi nary PI an 
Approval for Ben's Truck Parts of Canada Ltd. be approved 
under M2 s"i"andards. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY AiJ)ERMAN LADNER: 
"That the recommendation of the Planner with respect to the Preliminary 
PI an Approva I for Ben· s Truck Pc,rts of Canada Ltd. be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(2) Pioneer Au+o Salvage, 4696 Marine Drive, Business 
Licence Application: P •. P.A. required 

The Planner recommended that a business licence not 
be granted to this firm but that they be given to 
Dece,nber 3 ! st, 197 I to re I ocate the business to a more 
suitable site. It was further recommended that the 
applicant be asked to post a $3,000.00 letter of credit 
to serve as a ?ertormance bond to guarantee the relocation 
by the specified date. 

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECmlDED BY ALDERMAN CLARK: 
"That the recom~1endati on of the PI c1nner with respect to the bus I ness 
licence applicatlo,·1 iy Pioneer Auto Salvage be adopted." 

CARR I ED UNANIMOUSLY 

(3) Dayton Storcqe and Trn~i nq, 5689 Byrne Roadf P.P.A. 
#1504 · 

The Planner advised having discussed: the M2 Industrial 
regu!u·'.·'ons with Mr. Dayton, rowever, it is his plan 
to tow or rec0ive cars obtained from bai lift's seizures 
and to store and recondition such cars for monthly public 
auctions to be held at the site. This use is clearly 
outside the bounds of an ~2 zoning. 

-rh~ Planner recommended that in the absence of any other 
a~parent alternative it was recommended that Counci I authorize 
the land Agent to pursue further the _matter of land 
exchange with Mr. Dayton. 

MOVED BY ALDEPMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR: 
"That the recommendations of the Planner with respect to the Pre I iminary 
Plan Approval for Dcyto:i Storage and Towing be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
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(43) Subdivision Approvals - Big Bend, and Winston Study Areas

The Planner reported that although the Counci I did not direct 
that subdivision approvals be submitted to Council within the 
above areas the Department was forwarding for information only 
the fact that the Approving Officer was prepared to issue tentative 
approval on each of the following applications:

(a) S.D. Ref. 44/71

This property is located South of Winston Street between 
Piper and Lozslls. The proposal is to create two parcels 
both of which are involved in the current rezoning proposals. 
Approval is not considered to be in conflict with the 
current land use proposals.

(b) S.D. Ref, 134/71

This property is located on the South side of Winston 
Street immediately East of the property referred to in 
S.D. #44/7 I. The proposal is to create three sites.
Approval of this subdivision is not considered to be in 
conflict with the current land use proposal.

(c) S.D. Ref. 98/71

This property is located on the South side of Marine 
Drive West of Royal Oak Avenue. This proposal is not 
considered to be in conflict with the current land use 
proposals and it involved subdivision of only the frontage 
on Marine Drive.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: ;
"That the information prssont.-vc). with regard to subdivision applications 
in the Big Bend and Winston Street Study areas be received."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(45) Burnaby Lake Regional Park, Winston Street Park Link

The Manager referred to Council considerations on June 28th when 
various aspects of the Winston Street Area were considered, and 
referred to a suggestion that the acquisition of certain lands 
be considered on either side ‘of Piper Avenue .adjacent to Warner 
Loat Park.

The acquisition of two lots of land had been explored, one on 
the South-West corner of Piper and Winston and the other on the 
South-East corner involving five separate parcels. The tract on 
the West side of Piper Avenue involves 5.58 acres and the 
one on the East 6.52 acres, giving a total of 12.1 acres.

Acquisition costs of Loth parcels including houses would total 
approximately $460,000.00. No funds were budgeted for this 
purpose, but it is.conceivable that a special fund could be set 
aside for this purpose in subsequent years for a staged acquisition 
programme.

If Council was not prepared to consider an acquisition programme 
of this magnitude, there are alternatives that could be considered.
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on Marine Drive. 

MOVED BY Al.DERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN DAILLY: 
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be consJ(lered on either side ,of Piper Avenue .adjacent to Warner 
Loat Park. 

The acquisition of two lots of land had been explored, one on 
the South-West corner of Piper and Winston and the other on the 
South-East corEer involving five separate parcels. The tract on 
the West side of Piper Avenue involves 5.58 acres and the 
one on the East 6.52_acres,giving a total of 12.1 acres. 

Acquisition costs of ~~th parcels Including houses would total 
approximately $460,000.00. No funds were budgeted for this 
purpose, but it is.conceivable that a special fund could be set 
aside for this pu\'"Pose In subsequent years for a staged acqulsl-tion 
programme. 
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of this magnitude, thei:-e'are alternatives thai" could be co~s'idered. 
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West Side Piper Avenue

Lot 87 on the West side of Piper is traversed by a pleasant watercourse. 
Acquisition of that portion of the property lying East of the West 
bank of +h® watercourse could provide a reasonable addition to the 
park iink. Negotiations previously for this property were not 
consummated and recent discussions indicated that the property could 
be acquired tor approximately $100,000.00.

East Side Piper Avenue

If Council is not in a position to acquire the whole 6.52 acre track 
on the East side of Piper Avenue there appears to be a number of 
alternatives, all of which are being examined. Specific recommendations 
to the Council will follow.

The urgency in the whoie matter at present involves the parcel of 
land on the West side of Piper. The acquisition of the whole 5.58 
acre block is desirable but if this is not possible, the acquisition 
of the Easterly portion of approximately three acres is recommended.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCiER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That the recommendations of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(46) Sidewalk Crossings - 4100 Block Gilpin

The Manager referred to a communication on the Agenda from Mrs.
Passey regarding the Engineer’s refusal to allow two crossings 
to the property in question.

The Engineering Department,as a function of any street improvement 
programme, checks into all existing off-street parking facilities 
to see if they crmplywith the municipal by-laws and Provincial acts 
before granting permanent crossings.

Property at 4106 Gilpin Crescent was checked and found to have a 
loop driveway off Patterson. Loop driveways are generally acceptable 
and normally two crossings would be given, however, in this case 
the use of the driveway is violating both the Burnaby Zoning By-law 
and the Provincial Motor Vehicle Act in that the owners are parking 
a travel +,.'c i ler of aboul 16 feet in length on the driveway. The 
Zoning By-.aw prohibits the parking of trailers in both the front 
and side yards. Secondly,due to the limited parking area of the 
driveway it has been found that vehicles are extending beyond the 
property line and occupying the area of the boulevard in violation 
of the Provincial Motor Vehicle Act.

The Engineer has suggested to the owners that they use the Southerly 
crossing which is opposite a gate in their fence and so utilize their 
rear yard for parking. There is some reluctance to park vehicles 
there, additional to one vehicle already parked in the back yard 
pos i 11 on.

An argument presented by Mrs. Passey is that the municipality constructed 
the existing crossings and while this may be so, the fact remains 
that there are violations of existing By-laws and Acts.

The Engineer recommended that a sidewalk crossing for the Northerly 
crossing be refused and the Manager recommended that the Northerly 
crossing not be permitted.
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West Side Piper Avenue 

Lot 87 on the West .;;ide of Piper is traversed by a pleasant watercourse. 
Acquisition of that portion of the property lying East of the West 
bank of -1-he watercourse could pr-·vide a reasonable addition to the 
park iink. Negotiations previously for this property were not 
consummated and recent discussions Indicated that the property could 
be acquired tor approximctely $100,000.00. 

East Side Piper Avenue 

If Council is not in u po: it!on to acquire the whole 6.52 ecre track 
on th~ East side of Pipe, Avenue there appears to be a number of 
alternatives, al I of which are being exami.ned. Specific recommendations 
to the Counci I wi I I fol lo•oJ. 

The urgency in the whoie matter at present involves the parcel of 
land on the West side of Piper. The acquisition of the whole 5.58 
acre block is desi:·able but if this 1s not possible, the acquisition 
of the Easterly portion of approximately three acres is recommended. 

~VED BY ALJERMAN MERC:ER, S~CONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the recommandations of the Manager be adopted." 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(46) Sidewalk Crossings - 4100 Block Gilpin 

The Manager referred to a communication on the Agenda from Mrs. 
Passey regarding the Engineer's refusal to allow two crossings 
to the property in question. 

The Engineering Oepadment,as a function of any str~et improvement 
programme, checks Into all e>dsting off-street parking facilities 
to see i f they cnrp ly with i"he mun i c i pa I by- I aws and Prov i nc i a I acts 
before granting ~armanent crossings. 

Property at 4106 Gilpin Cresc~nt was checked and found t0 have a 
loop driveway off Patterson. Loop driveways are generally acceptable 
and norma: ly two.crossings would be given, however, in this case 
the use of the drive•~ay is violating both the Burnaby Zoning By-law 
and the Provincial Motor Vehicle Act in that the owners are parking 
a travel +:·, i ler of aboui 16 fP.et in length on the driveway. The 
Zoning By-,aw prchibits the parking of trailers in both the front 
and side yards. Secondly,d~e to the limited parking area of the 
driveway it has been found that vehicles are extending beyond the 
property line and occupying the a1·eci ot the boulevard in violation 
of the Provincial Motor Vehicle Pct. 

The Engineer has suggested to the owners that ·t-hey use the Southerly 
crossing which is opposite a gate in their fence and so utilize their 
rear yard tor parking. There is some re fuctance to park vehicles 
there, additional to one vehicle already parkod in the back yard 
posit Ion. 

An argument presentsrl by Mrs. Passey is tNat- the municipality constructed 
the existing crossings and whl le this may be so, the fact remains 
that there are violations ot existing By-laws and Acts. 

The Engineer recommended that a sidewalk crossing for the Northerly 
crossing be refused and the Manager recommended that the Northerly 
crossing not be permitted. 
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(47) Servicing Contract for Municipal Subdivision - D.L. 86,
Stage 3 Phase I —  Jack Cewe Limited
Item §22, Manager’s Repor+ No. 39, Council Meeting - May 31. 1971

The Manager reported that the original completion date for this contract 
was May 31, 1971 and that an extension had been granted by Council 
to July 15, 1971. The Company had made a request before the latest 
deadline for a further extension without giving proper reasons and 
a further letter was requested and was received on July 22nd, wherein 
they state that the work would require approximately two months further 
time to complete owing to the fact that there have been problems 
with their firm of Engineering Consultants, the nature of the ground 
has caused delays and the attendant extreme weather conditions, 
together with some delays experienced through the Pollution Control 
Board having to approve the water and sanitary sewer plans.

The Company also raised a poirr where the Corporation was distinctly 
at fault in other instances where work was held up and it can be 
argued that the Company has suffered some loss through having its 
progress payments and final release of holdback monies held up 
pending settlement of the third party problems by the Corporation.

The Engineer recommended and the Manager concurred that the Contract 
be extended to September 24, !97l with an appropriate extension in 
the bonding requirements; and that the contractor be advised that 
this is the last request for extension that will be considered.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR: '
"That the recommendations of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(48) Parking Areas in Required Front Yards

The Manager reproduced a letter from the Board of Variance dated 
August 6th with regard to the re.̂ i Its of the enforcement of Section 
800.6 (I) of Burnaby Zoning By-law which prohibits parking areas 
within required front yards in residential districts.

It was submitted that as a result of recent denials by the Engineering 
Department in connection with 1571 Local Improvement Programmes covering 
street improvements the Board was boirg subjectedtSn abnormal number 
of appeals.

The Board ts prepared to rule on the retention,or otherwise,of the 
parking area.-but has some doubts as to whether such a ruling should 
also be taken as author!iy for the Municipal Engineer to authorize 
a sidewalk crossing. Decisions on three appeals before the Board 
were deferred pending clarification of this point. The Manager 
recommended that this matter be referred to his office for study and 
report.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recornvcr.dation of the Manager be adopted.'1

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER: 
"That the recommendation of the Managar be adopted. 11 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(47) Servicing Contract for r✓.~nicipal Subdivision - D.L. 86, 
Stage 3 Phase I -- Jack Cewe Limited 
Item 1122, Manager's Repor+ No. 39, Councl I Meeting - May 31. 1971 

The Manager re:ported that the original completion date for this contract 
was May 31, 1971 and that an extansion had been·granted by Councl I 
to July 15, 1971. The Company had made a request before the latest 
deadline for a further extension ~:ithout giving proper reasons and 
a further letter was requested and was received on July 22nd, wherein 
they state that the work would require epproximately two months further 
time to complete O"ling to the fact that there have been problems 
with their firm of Engine~ring Consultants, the nature of the ground 
has caused de I ays and the at·~endant extreme weather conditions, 
together with some deleys experienced through the Pollution Control 
Board having to approve the water and sanitary sewer plans. 

The Company also ralsed a poi:"·, where the Corporation was distinctly 
at fault in other instances where work was held up and it can be 
argued that the Company has suffered some loss through having its 
progress payments and final rRie~se of holdback monies held up 
pending settlement of the third party problems by the Corporation. 

The Engineer recommended and the Manager concurred that the ContFact 
be extended to September 24, !971 with an appropriate extension In 
the bonding requirements; and i'h<>t the contractor be advised that 
th Is Is the : es I"' request fo1· ext...,,,s ion that w i I I be considered. 

MOVED BY ALDER:4AN LAON::CR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN 'BLAIR: 
"That the recoi;,;nendatlons of the Manager be adopted. 11 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

(48) Parking Areas in Requirej Front Yards 

The Manager reproducod a letter from the Board of Variance dated 
August 6th witn regard to the .e.:., It$ of the enforcement of Section 
800.6 (I) of Burnaby Zoning by-law which prohibits parking areas 
within required front yards in res_idential districts. 

It was submltt-ad -';hat as a rasult of recent denials by the Engineering 
Department in connection with iS?I Local Improvement Programmes covering 
street imp:·o,,e~ents the Board Nas bcirg subjectedJfm abnormal number 
of appeals. 

The Board Is prepared to rule on the retention,or otherwise,of the 
park Ing area::; '.:>ut has some doubts as to whether such a ru I i ng sh·:>u Id 
also be taken as author[ly for the Municipal Engineer to authorize 
a sidewalk crossing. c~cisions on three appeals before the Board 
were deferred pending clarrification of this point. The Manager 
reconmended that this matter be referred to his office for study and 
report. 

t-OVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONC.0.D RY ALDERMAN MERCI ER: 
''That the recorr,i,•,:r.di:.: ri o;i of the Manager be adopted." 

CARR I ED UNAN I 1-0US LY 
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MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER: 
"That the Committee do now rise and report."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

THE COUNCIL RECONVENED.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER: 
"That the report of the Committee be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MOVED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LADNER:
"That leave-of-absence be granted from this meeting to Aldermen 
Emmott and McLean."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

HIS WORSHIP, THE MAYOR, reported verbally that the Community Planning 
Association were holding a Conference in Halifax during the period 
October 3rd to 6th and submitted that Alderman Ladner,as liaison, 
with the Planning Department, should be authorized to attend as 
there were items on the programme of municipal interest and value 
to Burnaby.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN BLAIR, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN CLARK:
"That Alderman Ladner be authorized to attend the Conference of 
the Community Planning Association of Canada to be held in Halifax 
from October 3rd to 6th inclusive."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

*  *  *
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The Council resolved into a Committee of the Whole "In Camera" at 
12:15 a.m.

MUNICIPAL MANAGER'S REPORT NO. 50, 1971 
(IN CAMERA)____________________

(I) imperial Street Widening
Pci. "E", Ref. PI. 33213, E i Lot 37, D.L. 94, Plan 720 
(Vanens)________________________________________

Under expropriation, the subject property owner had presented a claim 
for the sum of $2,500.00. The Land Department has now negotiated 
a settlement in full for the sum of $1,527.71.

The area of the portion acquired is 725 square feet, and the property 
was assessed on the basis of $1.15 per square foot.

It was felt the price was reasonable and the Land Department recommended 
acceptance.

The Manager concurred with the recommendation that the Municipality 
acquire the property for the sum of $1,527.71.

MOVED BY ALDERMAN LADNER, SECONDED BY ALDERMAN MERCIER:
"That the recommendation of the Manager be adopted."

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

(2) Salaries - Exempt Staff - Fire Department

The'Manager reported that owing to staff salary increases in the 
Fire Department, the salaries of the Firefighters had cut into the 
differential between the officers of the Department to a considerable 
extent.

The Fire Chief listed In tabuJarform the effect of the pay increases 
for Firefighters showing the relationship between the firefighters 
and the Officers for the year 1970 and 1971.

The Firefighters, lieutenants and captains receiving 70.3$ in 1971, 
where the Training Officer, Assistant Chief, Deputy Chief received 
7$ and the Fire Chief 5$. The percentage increases of the last 
four classes reflect the 1971 increases granted by Council to all 
exampt employees covered by the collective agreement and are at 
least 10$ or two pay grades more for the increases for exempt 
employees.

The Personnel Director recommended that the Fire Department employees 
be given one additional pay grade increase over the December, 1970 
rates of pay. This would establish a proper differential.
The following pay picture would result.

Pay Grade Pay $ Increase Over 
Rate Dec.. 1970_____

Training Officer 
Assistant Chief 
Depty Chief 
Fire Chief

27 $1060.00 12$
29 $1160.00 12.5$
31 $1245.00 10.0$
36 $1556.00 9.9$

41

- ~I - Aug/9/1971 

The Council resolved into a Committee of the Whole "In Camera" at 
12: 15 a.m. 
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